SEPARATE O P I N I O N O F J U D G E FOUAD A M M O U N
j Translat ion,.
1. The Legal Basis iind the Definition of the Continental Shelf.

Since the Court wa.s called upon, under the Special Agreements by
the notification of which it was seised, to state the principles and rules
applicable to the disputes between the Fedeial Republic of Germany
and the Kingdoms of Denmark and the Netherlands as to the delimitation of the areas of the continental shelf which makes up the whole of
the North Sea which a.ppertain t o each of these countries, the Court had
to establish in the first place the actual concept of the continental shelf
the delimitation of which was in issue.
Even up t o the time of the Conference o n the Law of the Sea held a t
Geneva in 1958, this concept was still subject to controversy '; and even
last year, in 1968, in the course of the deliberations of the Ad Hoc
Committee set up by the United Nations to study the peaceful uses of
the seabed and the oc:ean floor, the limits, if not the definition, of the
continental shelf provided material for discussion by the iepresentatives
of States, who apparently did not find the definition either sufficiently
precise or sufficiently comprehensive 2. What is more, in the course of
the hearings in the present cases, the represeiitative of the Federal
Republic of Germany stated that "it iç not possible to speak of the
continental shelf concept as an already fixed or completed concept 3".
This observation, comiing from one of the Parties, is fraught with consequences, in particulnr for the time when the Parties, o n the basis of
the Court's Judgmcnt, come to exercise their rights over the area of
continental shelf which has been iecognized as appertaining t o each of
them. It will be suficient in this connection to mention the differences
of opinion, to which 1 shall refer later, as to the extension of the sovereignty of the coastal State over the continental shelf and as t o its outer
limits 5 .

' See staternents to the Conference niade by the rcpresentatives o f France,
Greece. and the Federal liepublic o f Germany (Oficial~ e c o r d sVol.
,
VI, p. 1 and
p p 5-7).
Report of the Ad Hoc Cornmittee to the General Assembly of the United
Nations. 1968.
Address of 5 November 1968.
Infvu. para. 17.
Infia, para. 7.

l n fact the Court, not having faced tlie question directly as I ha\e
suggested, has been i~nablet o avoid discussing a number of its aspects,
and coming back t o the point tliroughoiit its reasoniiig. Tlie Court has
in fact had to consider, with a view t o the delimitation which is the
subject of the preseni; cases, whetlier the continei-ital shelf is the iiatural
prolongation of iiatio~ialtenitory under the sea, thus justifying the
delimitation of the areas naturally appertaining to each of the coastal
States and excluding the contention for a sharing out among such States;
or whether it is dependent o n the idea of contigiiity, of \vhich the corollary
w o ~ i l dbc the eq~iidistanceriile, to be compiilsorily applied to the deliniitatiori in question '; or wlicther agaiii dcliniitation on the equidistaiice
basis is inlierent in the concept of the coiitinental slielf, or follo\vs
implicitly fiom the exclusi\e nature of the rights recognized as bcloiiging
to the coastal States '.
Finally it was not \vithout interest to ascertain whether the continental
shelf lias acquireci the status of a rule of law by virtue of the said Convcntioii, or as a resiilt of custom, since its Iegal régime could differ
according to which was the case.
All tliesc are qiiestions which should have becn dealt with, in my
opinion, from the veiy beginning, iii ordcr to clarify the reasoniiig aiid
so as t o leave no lurlcing iincértainty as to the scope and significance of
the Judgment.
"
7 . At ail events there was no groiind for acceptiilg the opinion expressed
by tlie Kinsdom of the Netherlands, that the Court is i ~ o tinvited t o
pronounce on the question of what part of the bed of the sea and of
the subsoil of the high seas should be considered, from the legal point
of \iew. as constitiitiing the continental shelf. It must be borne in mind
that the intcgrity of the high seas, the freedoin of which is hallowed by
a gener:il ciistom, is in issue, and al1 States, not merely the Parties to
the tiisp~i1t.s.are directly interested therein.
It goes without 5a:ying thnt the Court is bound by the Spcçial Agreements iust ~ t sinuch as the Parties. The quotations taken f ~ o mthe Judgmeiits conceriiing thc cases of the 'otiis anci of the Tcrritorinl Jlrris~lictiori
of' tllc I~~t~~rrîtrtiorrol
Conrrilissio~l (!f tlle R i i w 0tk.r are relevant iii this
connection. I t is nonetheless the casc th:it the Court has the rieht.
"
, when
appropriate, tu interprct the special agreement by which it has become
seised of a case, as it has to interprct Liny convcntion, following a settled
line of dccisions. And howe\.er restrictive such iiiterpretatioii should
be-iii vie\\ of the so\~ercigiityof Stntcs and the optional natiire of the
Court's jurisdiction--it is noriethcless nbcndantly clear that the Parties
could iiot have askccl tlie Court to s t ~ t t eprinciplcs and riiles which coiilci
have no application in Inw. A coii\.ention caiinot be isolated froni its
legkil context. which i n tlic prcsent cnsc is the problem of the continental
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shelf. If, for the sab:e of argument, this were not rccogiiized in law,
there could be n o dispute as to its delimitation, and in the absence of a
dispute there would be iio reasori to define principles and rules to resolve
it. It is appropriate to recall the rule of interpretation stated by this
Court in its Advisory Opinion of 3 March 1950 on the subject of the
Conipc~tenceof tlze General Asser~iblyfor tlle Admission o j ' u Stute to the
United Nations, to the effect that the text should be recognized as authoritative, unless its terms are ambiguous o r lead to an unreasonable result;
for it would not be reasonable to abide closely by the lette1 of the Special
Agreements and not to elucidate the whole tenor thereof o r aiiy implicit
elements.

3. Wheii this has been said, the questioii with which the Court was
faced first of al1 wasi whether there exists a gencral international convention, within the meaning of Article 38, paragraph 1 ( a ) , of its Statute,
which has modified the p~incipleof the freedom of the high seas and
sanctioned the concept of the continental shelf.
It should be suffi'cient t o observe that the Geneva Conventioii of
29 April 1958 on tlhc Continental Shelf has up to the present been
ratified by only 39 States, out of a total of about 140 making up the
international commiinity. The Convention remains, by analogy with
interna1 law of the nations, res intcr alios acta, and could not bring
about a modification ergu omt1c.s of the principle of the high seas, o r
limit the scope or legal consequences thereof. This interpretation, it
should be added, indisputably applies t o norm-creating treaties as well
as to contract-treaties, partieularly since the falling into disuse of the
privilege which a liniited iiumber of Powers used to claim to legislate
in the name of al1 the nations of the world, whether colonized oi independent.
It is true that, in order to claim sovereign or exclusive rights over the
continental shelf bordering o n their respective territorial seas, the Parties
rely o n the provisions of Articles 1 and 2 of the Convention o n the
Continental Shelf meiitioned above. The Kingdom of the Netherlands
and the Kingdom of Denmark are obviously bound by the stipulations
of that Convention. The Federal Republic of Gerinany, which has not
ratified it, is nonetheless bound, by virtue of the principle of good faith
in international rela-tions, as is every State as a result of a ~inilateial
declaratioii l , by the statenleiits made in the Meinorial, affirmed in the
course of the speeches of 4 November 1968, in which the Federal Republic
declared that the definition of the continental shelf and the rights of the
coastal States as determirled by Articles I and 2 before referred to are
generally recognized : it explained that it "recognizes that the submarine
--

'

--

As t o t h e effects of t h e uriilateral declaration, see Ntfrtr, para. 21.
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areas of the North Sea constitiite a coi;tinentiil siielf okcr whicli the
coastal States are entitled to evercise the rights defined in Article 2 of
the Convention '".
.4lthougli the Parties to the case are bound, each with regard to the
othei. by the oblig;itions which tliey have assumecl in the hays which
have beeii inentioni:d, it is noiietheless the case that the detinitioii aiid
the rights ineiitioneif aboce caiinot be ielied on, solelj. on the ground of
the Convention mcntioned above. as agaiiist States whicli h:ive not
ratiiisd it, or have i-iot declared tliat they acccpt its ternis.
C'oiisequeiitly the aflii mat ion is justjfied that the freedorii of the higli
seas, settled by virtuc of a custom of iii?ernatioiial law which is universally
accepted, sliould bc respected in principle and as to its conseqiiences,
and. in tlie absence .of a convention of universal scope cannot be modificd
or liniited cxcept b:? a custoin backed by a general consensus, or in the
Iast analysis by a gcncrcil priiiciplc of law.
It is no\v as well to enquire whether a inodification of the principle
of the freedom of the higli seas has not in fact taken place bq \-irtue of
a nr\v customary rule of universal scope. This will be the subject of the
following question.

4. Failing a geiiei-al coilvention, as specified above, is there a n international custom, a,i conteniplated in paragraph 1 ( h ) of Article 38 of
the Statute of the Court, which has modified the principle of the freedom
of the higli scas a n d sanctioned tlic concept of the continental shelf?

Whereas the Geiieva Convention of 79 April 1958 o n the High Seas
codifies certain rules of customary iiiternational law, and in particular
the freedom of the high seas outsidc territorial waters, the questioii
arises whether this is also the case with the Geneva Convention of the
saine date on the Ctontinental Shclf; and if iiot, has a custom been formed
subseqiiently which, modifyiiig the custom establishing the freedom of
the high sens, confers exclusive rights over stretches of these or over
certain of thcir cornpoilent parts?
I t should of course be observed that the Convention o n the High Seas
nientions, in its preamble, the intention of the parties t o "codify the
rules of international law relatiiig to the high seas"; whcreas the Coiilention 011the Continental Shelf says nothing of thnt kind. Furtherniore,
Article 1 of the latter Conveiition, when giving a definition of the continental shelf., limits it to tlie purposes of the articles of that Con\,ention.
It would not howevei be possible to iise thesc considerations as an
-.

'

-

hlernorial, para. 8
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argument for statirig that the concept of the continental shelf as opposed
to that of the freedom of the high seas, is not yet accepted in customary
international law. Proof of the formation of custom is not to be deduced
from statements in the text of a convention; it is in the practice of
States that it must be sought. Indeed, custom, which Article 38, paragi-aph 1 ( h l , of the Statute of the Court takes as midence of a general
practice accepted as law, or which the teaching of publicists, following
Gentilis ', interprets rather as a practice capable of demonstrating its
existence, requires the consent. express o r tacit, of the generality of
States, as was taught by Grotius with reference to the ciistomary law
of nations of the period. It is therefore a question of enquiring whether
sucli a practice is observed, not indeed unanimously, but, as is quite
clear from the above-mentioned Article, by the generality of States \vith
actual consciousness of submitting themselves t o a legal obligation.

5. The facts wliich constitiite the custom in question are to be found
in a series of acts, interna1 o r internatioiial, sliowing a n inteiitioii to
adapt the law of nations to social and economic evolution and to the
progress of knowledge; this evolution and this progress have given
impetus to the exploitation of the riches of the soi1 and subsoil of the
sea at ever-increasing depths, and to the use of new means of communication and transp,ort which develop unceasingly, and to the extension,
sometimes ill-considered, of deep-sea fishing, which has its dangers for
the conservation of marine species and, in general, of the biological
resources which have beconic more and more necessary for the feeding
of rapidlg growing populations.
Such are the declaration of the Russiaii Imperia1 G o ~ e r n m e n t of
29 September 1916; the bilateral treaty betweeii the United Kingdom and
Venezuela of 26 February 1942; the Proclamation and Executive Order
of President Truman of 38 S ~ p t e m b e r1945; the siibsequent chain of
proclamations, th'ose of Mexico in 1945 and 1949; of Cuba in 1945;
of Argentina and F'anama in 1946; of Peru, Chile, Ecuador and Nicaragua
in 1947; of Costa Rica, of the United Kingdom o n behalf of Jnmaica
and the Bahamas. and of Icelaiid in 1948; of British Honduras. Guatemala. Saudi Arabia, Abu Dhabi, Bahrain, Kuwait. Qatar, Aja~ii.Dubai,
Sharjah, Ras al Khainiah, Umm al Qaiwain, and the Philippines in 1949;
Brazil, El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, Pakistan, and the United
Kingdom on behalf of the Falkland Isles in 1950: of South Korea and
lsrael in 1952; of Aiistralia in 1953; of Iran in 1955: of Pot tugal in 1956;
of Iraq, Burma aiiid Ceylon in 1957: and firially those of the States
bordering o n the North Sea, since natural pas and peti-oleum were

' A. Gciitilis: T h e law of nation.; i s ". . . the p r o d ~ i c tof prolonged agrecinent
betaecn peoples. cstabli~liedby usage, which itself is re\ealcd by history".
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discobered there, na.mely: Royal Proclamation of Norway of 31 May
1963; Royal Decree of Denmark of 7 June 1963: Proclamation of the
Federal Republic of Germaiiy of 20 January 1964; Orders in Council
of the United Kingdom of 15 April 1964 and 3 August 1965; Netherlands
Law of 23 Septeniber 1965.
There should be added to these States some 30 others which, while
iiot beirig tiurnbcrcd among the authors of uiiilateral declarations, have
signed ancl ratified, a'r mercly signed. the Geneva Convention of 29 Api-il
1958 on the Continental Shelf.
For if the said Convention, ratified ~ i to
p the present day by 39 States,
is not yet such as lto modify by agreement the international custom
concerning the high seas, it nonetheless constitutes, bq the Iegal act of
its ratification, and 'by the deliberate legal fact of its mere signature, a
grolip of precedents which contribute, togetlier with State practice, judicial and arbitral deciisions. rcisolutions of legal conferences and of international bodies, as well as the positions thei-e taken up. to the elaboi-ation
of the material elem<:iit of ciistoni.

6. Not so long ago, a n eminent jurist ' could still write that the proclamations of States d o not constitute more than a rccital of facts iii
which it is difficult to "trace an ethic widely accepted as constituting
law, tliat is to Say, crnbodying a concept of general interest or of eqiiity".
He saw thercin rather the contrai-y, discerning, of course, "in the background. pretexts or anxietics as to the needs of humanity", but considering as by far the most dominant "a concern for individual interests and,
at the most, for national interest, which in the law of nations is n o niore
than an individual iriterest".
The iepresentatives of certain coiintries echoed this doctrinal pcint of
view a t the Geneva Conference o n the Law of the Sea in 1958 L.
And in fact, up to the eve of tliat Cotiference, it could be claimed that
the rlocti-iiie of the contiriental shelf was still n o more than a custom in
the process of formation.
Today it must be iidmitted that these encroachments on the Iiigh seas,
these dèrogations from the freedom thereof, beginning with the Truman
Proclatiiation of 28 September 1945, are the expression of new needs of
humanit). From this it may be deduced that just as reasons of a n economic
nature conccrning riavigation and fisliing justitied the freedom of the
hiph seas, reasoiis of the same nature which are no less imperative,
concerning the prodluction of new resources with a rich future, and their
conservation aiid theii- eqiiitable divisicin betw.een nations, may Ilenceforw~irdjustify the limitation of that frcedom. Thiis the American Pro-

'
'

Ci. Scelle. Plurc,orr c o ~ ~ ~ i ~ i cr
o ~(/,.oit
i r r i irrtr~~torionul.
1955, pp. 35 and 3 6 .
Srip~.tr,note 1 . p. 100.

clan~ation,which deliberately cut the Gordian kiiot of the question
whether the immense resources discovered under the high seas would
remain, o n the model of the high seas themselves, at the disposa1 of the
international community, o r would become the property of the coastal
States. set the fashiori. and was followed bv a series of similar documents
and by the support of legal writers, culminating in the Geneva Conveiition of 29 April 1958 on the Continental Shelf. The proposai of the
Federal Republic of Germany for the exploitation of submarine riches
for the benefit of the international community, which adopted a n idea
of P. Fa~ichille,received n o support a t the Conference, a number of
couiltries being anxious to reserve their rights over the continental shelf
or the epicontinental platform prolonging their coasts, and certain of
them fearing i n addition the enterprises of the industrialized nations,
which were better equipped for a defric10 moiiopoly of this exploitation.
This aggregate body of elements, including the lcgal positions taken
up by the representatives of the majority of the countries a t the Geneva
Confèrence, even by those who expressed reservations ', amounts here
and now to a general consensus constituting a n international custom
sanctioning the concept of the continental shelf, which permits the Parties
t o lay claim t o delimi.tatioii between them of the areas of the North Sea
continental shelf appertaining to them, for the exercise of exclusive rights
of exploration and e:cploitation of the natural resources secreted in the
bed and subsoil of the sea.

7 . If the concept of the contiiiental shelf has thus been definitively
recognized, there remains a related question, namely the extent of the
continental shelf o r its outer limit. This is a question which is subject
to controversy, and which caused the representative of the Federal
Rep~iblicof Germang to say: "a crucial question has not yet been settled
-uhat are the outer limits of the continental shelf towards the open
'?"

The interest of the question lies in the fact that a judgment stating the
principles and rules applicable to the delimitation of the continental
shelf should not allow it to be understood that the Court has accepted,
without examination, the concept of the continental shelf.
It is possible to eriquire whether the delimitation of the continental
shelf appearing in Article 1 of the Convention has alone passed into
customary law, o r wl~etherthe latter does not imply-as in the case of
historic waters--other outer limits of the area of the high seas subjected
to the jurisdiction of the coastal State under the title of continental
shelf o r of epicontinental platform, o r under some othei denomination.
l

Supvu, note 1 , p. 100.
Address of 5 Noveniber 1968.

8. I t will in fact loe obscrved that some of the acts mentioncd above,
forming part of State practice, had remained open to challenge as a
result of the extensicm which those acts gave to tlie appropriation of the
high seas. In partici.ilar, in the most western hemispheïe, such were the
laiçs, proclamations or decrees issued in 1946 by Argeiitina, in 1947 by
Peru, Chile aiid Ecu;idor, in 1948 by Costa Rica, and in 1950 by Honduras
and El Salvador; these acts extended the bounds of the continental
shelf adjacent to tlie coasts of tliese States beyond tlie bi-eak in the
slope occurring a t a depth between 130 3 r d about 550 metres ', or, in
the absence of a submarine prolongation of territory in the forin of a
shelf, replaczd this with an area of the liigh seas, the continental slope
or the epicontinental platforin, limited by some of thesc acts t o a minimum
of 200 miles from the coast 2 , and left by otliers without any linlits
whatever.
It is relevant tn stress, in tliis connection, the guiding role played by
Peru-a country wi-iich is alniost without a continental shelf-as a result
of the above-mentioned decisions of the United States, Mexico and
Argentina, the last two of which already claimed, iii addition to the
continental shelf, otclusive areas of the epicontinental platform. How is
it, it \bras e m p h a s i ~ c din Peiu, that the only States &hich can take advantage of a natural phenomenon which permits theni t o ani?cx imineiise
areas of subsoil and of the high scas, can profit from them exclusively,
and can condemn tliose who aïe handicappcd by geographical configurations to stand idlp by in face of the iinmense riches secieted by their
adjacent waters, and that to the profit of capitalist enterprises better
endowed than their own and powerfully protected '. The immciise riches
disputed between the maritime Powers and Peru wcre the incalculable
piscatory riches secretcd by its epicontinental platform, which i t \vas
determilied to preserve in order that the production of guano should not
be prejudiced, in the interest of the national economy, whicli incidentally
coincided with the interest of agricultiiral production throughout the
world '.
Tlius a coinmon declaration by Peru, Chile and Ecuador proceeded
to reinforce this claiin in the followiiig teims:
Geneva Conference, Preparatory docunieiits. Vol. 1, pp. 39-40.
The 200-iiiilc liinit is uell witliin the extreme uidtli o f the continental slielf
which in certain regio.ns is as much as 1,300 kiloinetres.
Quotcd by (3. Scelle, op. rit., p. 46.
CF. h.2. W. Mouton, Tlic Continolr~rlSI~clf.p. 80, u h o \tates as follows: "Peru
has a n extra reason. t.>ecausethe fish forni the food for guano birds. wliicli are an
economic asset to the coiintry."
The dccihions of rniinicipnl courts of Perii have confiriiied this view:judgment of
the Tribunal of I'iata of 26 Noveniber 1954, in t lie caje o f tlie ships, O/i.iiipii.,
Victor and otliers.
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"Governments are bound to ensure for their peoples access to
necessary food supplies and to furnihh them with the means of
developing tlie.ir econorny. It is tl~ereforethe duty of each Goveinment to ensure the conservation and protection of its natural resources and to regulate the use thereof to the greatest possible
advantage of its country. Hence i t is likewise the duty of each
Government t'o prevent the said resources from being used outside
the area of its jui.isdiction so as to endanger their existence, integrity
and conservation to the prcjudice of peoples so situated geographically that their seas are irreplaceable sources of essential food and
economic matcerials. For thz foregoing reasons the Governments of
Chile, Ecuador and Peru, being resolved to preserve for and make
available to their respective peoples the natural resources of the
areas adjacent to their coasts, . . . declarr as follows:
Owing to the geological and biological factors affecting the existence, conservation and development of the marine fauna and flora,
. . . the former extent of the territorial sea and contiguous zone is
insufficient . . . [for] those resourccs, to which the coastal countries
are entitled . . . [They] therefore proclaim as a principle of their
international maritime policy that each of them possesses sole
sovereignty aiid jurisdiction over the area of sea adjacent to the
coast of its own country aiid extending not less than 200 nautical
miles from the said coast.
Their sole jurisdiction and sovereignty over the zone thus described includcs sole sovereignty and jurisdiction over the sea floor
and subsoil thereof . . ." ,'Englislz tcJ.rthy ikc Unitrd Nations Sccrctariat.,;

In succession, Costa Rica, El Salvador and Honduras adopted this
concept, against v~hichthe maritime Powers did not fail to protest '.
But their opposition did not succeed in muting the interventions of the
representatives of the States at the Geneva Confere~ice,any more than
it muted the voices of emineiit jurists who pointed out, particularly on
the International L.aw Commission, the ir~justicewhich would be suffered
by countries which did not possess a continental shelf, or only possessed

' United States Protest Notes of 2 Jiily 1948 to Per~i.Cliilc and Argentins, of
12 Decembei. 1950 to El Salvador and 7 June 1951 to Ecuador: United Kingdom
Notes of 6 February 1948 to Perii and Cliile, of 9 Febriiary 1950 to Costa Rica, o f
12 February 1950 to E31 Salvador, of 23 April 1951 to Honduras and of 14 Septciiiber
t o Ecuador. France, .which was asked by tlic United Kingdom to make its position
known. in rts reply o f 7 April 1951 gave its support to the positions taken up by the
two other great marifime Powers.
However. the Amcrican Professor L. Henkin, conciirring with the v i e ~ sof the
Latin American countries. writcs: "The United States . . . iiiiglit consider also a
declaration, alonc or with others. that under tlie Convention (of Geneva) it clairns a
shelf out to the 600, 1,000, 2,000 or eveii 3,000 nietres isobath, o r out to 50, 100 o r
more miles from shore." (Tlic Mirieru1 Re.so~rr.ceso f the S<,u.c.pp. 38-39),
Professor Henkin reports furtherniore tliat the United States lias granted permits
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one of a very small extent '. Tt is in fact necessary to coiisider whetlier
these stateinents of position, particularly those of Peru, Chile and Ecuador, werc iiot purely declaratory of a n alrcady established custom, and
whethct the objections of the maritime Powers were not i i i conxquence
belated.
I n any event, the position of these Strites has been reinfoi-ced by t u o
fi-es11 facts.
In th2 first place, there is the Italiaii-Yugoslav Agreement of 8 January
1968 delimitirig the whole breadth of the Adriatic Sea bctween the two
parties :. It is of course there stated that the deliniitation deals with
the continental shell; but it is unnecessary to concentrate on thc wos~iiiig
wheri the facts are clear. The depths of the area delimited, o n average
about 800 metrcs, in fact attain 1,589 metres. There is tlierefore no
question of a continental shelf in thc sense of Article 1 of the Geiieva
Conveiition, to wh.icli Yugoslavia has acceded, since the delimitation
linc is riot merely beyond the 200 mctres depth line, but also beyond
the depths wliich, in the present state of techiiology, permit of the
exploitation of the natural resources of the seabcd, and this has not yet
reached 200 metre!;. It is only exploration that has gone further. It is
with tlie epicontinental platform, o n the mode1 of the countries of Latin
Arnerica, that the agreement between Yugoslavia and Italy therefore
deals.
The second fact is the claim by Saudi Arabia over the deptlis of the
Red Sea, which hais just been announced The Red Sea had been kept

"

for exploitation o n the high seas which he lists a s f o l l o ~ s :"The U.S. has ic;sued
phospliate leases sonii: 40 iniles from the California coast in tlie Forty-Mile Bank
area in 240 i o 4.000 ft. of water . . . 011a n d gas leaïes sonie 30 miles off t h e Oregon
coast in about 1,500 l't. of water; and . . . (has) tlireatened litigation against creation
o f a new island by private parties o n Cortez Bank, a b o u t 50 niiles froiii San Clenlente
Island off ttie coast of Califoriiia, o r about 100 milcs frnrn !he niainland. Eacli of t h e
California areas is scparateci froni the coast by trenches a s niuch a s 4.000 tu 5,000 ft.
deep. Additionally. tl-ie Departinent of tlie Interior has, by publisliing O C S leasing
Jiiaps, indic;itecl ail intcrest t o assuniejurisdiction over the ocean bottom as far as 100
miles ofi tlis Suutlierri California coast iii u a t e r depttis as great as 6,000 ft." (Op.
ci!.. p. 3 8 , ilote 117.)
' A t the 67th Session of the International Law Commission in 1950. J. L.. Brierly
said: ". . . if tlie Coiiiiiiission was of the opinion that tlie riglit of control a n d
jurisdiction depentled un tlie presence of the continental shelf. it \\as coininitting a n
injustice towaids certain coiiiitries, such as Chile, that possessed n o continental
shelf." Cr. Aniado a n d J. Spiropoulos siipported tlie saine argument, a n d the former
proposed a lineal limitation of waters 20 niiles froni the coasts. At tlie 117th Seïsion
of tlie I.L.C. in 1951, J . M . Yepes siibniittcd a draft t o this effect. " ~ i t l iPcru a n d
Chilc in niind".
Comnion Rcjuintler. Annex 7.
Lc ;t.t.londc. 30 October 1968.
Beneatli the Red Sea there are nietalliferous niuds. ricli in copper, zinc. etc. . . .
I n sollie of ils deeps there are liot brines. T h e deposits in solution, as well as tlie
geothermal encrgy as:sociated u i t h these liot brines offer resources that may become
available in t h e not t o o distant future (Report of the A d H o c Coniniittee nientioned
o n p. 100, note 2).
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as a mare clausum under the authority of the Arabs and then of the
Ottoman Empire ujp to the beginning of the 19th century. The Saudi
Arabian declaratiori is said not to affect freedom of navigation. A correlation, from the geophysical point of view, between this sea, which has
a n average depth of 490 metres and reaches 2,359 metres, with the Adriatic Sea, is inescapable. A deliinitation will undoubtedly be fixed by
agreement between Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Republic which is
opposite to it.

9. A few extracts from the most outstanding statements made in the
course of the Geneva Conference are appropriate to illustrate the problem
with which we are dealing.
El Salvador, adopting a legal standpoint, accepted "the rights of the
coastal State, not cmly over the continental shelf, but also over a n exclusive fishing zone., and its rights to regulate the conservation of natural
resources in zones omf the high seas adjacent to that exclusive fishing zone,
in the conviction that that view constituted recognition of the legal unity
of different aspects of the law of the sea '".
G h a n a intervened in turn to raise the question of the economic and
social interests of certain smaller States, including its own, a young country, which possessed a very narrow continental shelf as a result of a sharp
d r o p of the seabed near the coast, and which depended almost exclusively
on fisheries for its protein supply. The definition adopted by the Conference, it concluded, "might operate to the disadvantage of those countries '". It was observed a t the same Conference that the Ivory Coast
is in a n almost identical situation. The cry of alarm by Ghana, on behalf
of the smaller countries, remains as witness t o a disturbing reality.
The United Araki Republic proposed a fixed limit, whatever the depth
of the sea, in order that "consideration should be given to the desire of
countries without a continental shelf 3". Norway suggested that the limit
should be based, not on the configuration of the seabed o r the depth of
the water, but on distance from the coast. Siich a solution, "in the light
of the principle of !<tate equality, would be fairer '". Guatemala thought
it advisable to "provide for a new concept, which might perhaps be termed
the 'continental terrace', comprising a n area bounded by a line drawn
a t a given distance from the baseline of the territorial sea of the coastal
State5 ". Yugoslavia made a forma1 proposal for a limit situated 100miles
Geneva Conference, Vol. VI, p. 24, paras. 20 and 22.
Idein., p. 1 I . para. 22.
"detri., P. 27, para. 7.
Idetn., p. 5, para. 21.
Idem., p. 31, para. 2.
l

from tlic coast. i.e.. half that adopted by Peru. Cliile and Ecuador, in
order tu avoid recoùirse to a double criterion, the 200-mctres depth criterion and that of the possibility of exploitation '.
The opinion of Panama was that "tlie term 'continental base' uould
be inore acciirate than 'continental shelf', for the former referred to the
conti!~ental shslf and the continental slope "'. Fiiially the Nctherlands
prnposcd, '.in line with statements riiade by several representatives, including the representatix of Panania, . . . that the uhole of the 'continental terrace', \\hich included botli the continental shelf proper and
the continental slopli. should be covered by the :~rticles3" of the Convention.
Finally. Chile, Ecuador and Peru made a common declaration confirining the one quoted above. In it they stated that "In the absence of
iiitcrnational agreeriieiit on sufficiently coniprehensive and just provisions
recognizing and crenting :i reasonable balance among al1 the rights and
interests. arid also iri \iew of the results of this Conference, thc regional
systeni applied in the soiithern Pacific . . . remains in full force" and they
therein affirmed their resolve to assist "in the establishment and extension
of a more just régirrie of the sea "".

10. It seems how~iverthat the Geneva Conference took a step in the
direction of an extension of the continental shelf when it stipiilated, in
Article 1. that this extends to tlic 200-metres depth line or, beyond that
liniit. to where the depth of the superjacent waters admits of the exploitation of tlie natural resources of the seabed and subsoil.
This fictitious exti:nsion of the continental shelf. effected by the Genevu
Conventioii at the expense of the high seas, weakens the case of tliose who.
having adopted it, oppose the claims of States which nature has not endowed witli a contiriental slielf and which are able, by a similar fictitious
extension ~hereof.to find legitiiiiate compensation in the resources of
the \vaters adjacent to their coasts ".
I t l i , i ~ i . . p. 32. parci. 7, p. 42. para. 15, and proposal ( A CONF.13/C.4,'L.I2).
l ( 1 ~ ~ 1 1 p.
r . . 5 . para. 24.
' Itl<,/rr.. p. 35. plira. 6.
I t i c ' / ~ i . .p. 132. Doc. A!CONF. 13 L.50.
.4:tention jlio~ildhe directcd also ;o the reservations made in 1968 by tliese three
Stateh :tricl also bv .4rl:eiitina. Bra7il a n d El Salvador o n tlic occasion of the report
p the Gencrril Asïeiiibly o f
of tlie \llorking Ciroiir to tlic A t / Hoc Coininittee set ~ i hv
the L'nite<l Nations tci stiidy the pcacef~iluses of the sesbed and tlie occan floor,
"iinderstantling. in particulai.. that the c ~ ~ n c l i i s i o nreaclied
s
by the Worhing G r o u p
in n o \va> cotistitiite ;i preiiidginent concerninç the legal aspects of the q~iestion".
Cf. 1.. flcnkin. Tlrr .?Titr<~i.olRcso,irce.s of flic Sc,ns, p. 23: ". . . since :eologq was
not criicial to the lcgal d~ictrine.it \ \ a ï ditiicult t o resist claiins uf coa\tal States that
Iiad n o gcological sl?clf, ~vheihcrin thc Pcrsian Gulf o r i i ~Latin Aiiierica."

Inasinuch as the basic motivation of the claims of al1 concerned is
economic in nature, il: is fair that the interests of al1 States should receive
satisfaction on a basi:; of equslity. Equality in freedom had for centuries
been adopted as a notion peculiar t o the law of tlie sea, before being
definitively extended by the Charter of the United Naiions to every
domain of the life of nations and of individuals, thus linking tlie tradition
with Roman law, whiich discerned the idea of equality in the concept of
equity l . Should not this idea remain the foundation of the law of the
sea, and of any modification made o r to be made to that law: equality
as t o the high seas, equality concerning the natural dependencies of the
land, both for the coiitinental shelf and for the epicontinental platform;
consequently, equality in the delimitation of areas of the continental
shelf, which is the question to be resolved in the present proceedings.

I I . Moreover, the claims of the majority of these countries go back
as far as. if not furtlher than, the principle of the freedom of the high
seas. This freedom, hallowed by custom in the West since the 17th century, was not entirel:y free from legal limitations. There might be mentioned :
( ( 1 ) Historic waters (gulfs, bays, etc.) such as the Gulf of Fonseca in
Central America, assimilated to interna1 waters; the Gulf of the
River Plate in Argentina; the Delaware and Chesapeake Bays in
the United States; the Bays of Miramachi, Hudson and Chaleurs
in Canada; the Gulf of Gascony and the Bay of Granville o r of
Cancale in France: the Bristol Channel in England; the Bay of Conceptioii in Newfoundland; the Gulf of Manaar and the Bay of Polk
in India: the Gulf of Finland; the Baie d u Lévrier in Africa; the
Bays of Tunis and Gabès in Tunisia; the Bay of El Arab on the
Mediterranean coast of the United Arab Republic; the ArabianPersian Gulf and the Gulf of Aqaba in the Arab seas 2.
( h ) Sedeiitary fisheries and fisheries witli fixed equipment, the customary
rules relating to wliich were adoptsd by the Geneva Convention of

' Cf. C. del Vecchio, Philosopiric~drr droit, p. 282, note
' T h e liibtoric character of the Gulf of A q a b a was

1.
disputed in the Gcneral
Asse!nbly of the United Nations in February 1957. T h e United States declared
homever that. shnuld the case arise. it would acçept the decision of the International
Court of Justice (Menioranduni of I I F e b r ~ i a r y1957 t o lsrael and Declaration by
Secretary of State Dean Rusk of 5 March 1957). Tlie former states tliat: "In the
absence of sonie overritling decision t o tlie contrary. as by tlie International C o u r t
of J~istice.tlie United States. o n behalf of vessels of United States registry, is prepared
t o exercise t h e right of free a n d innocent passage and t o join with others t o seciire
gener:il recognition of this riglit", a n d the latter states t h a t : ". . . T h e United States
vie\\ is lhat the passage shoiild bc open ~inlessthere is a contrary decision by the
International Court of .Justice."

29 April 1958 on the High Seas. There might be mentioned, as
examples, the fisheries of Ceylon and Bahrain (Arabian-Persian
Gulf), the coral banks in the Mediterranean off the coasts of Algeria,
Sicily and Sardii~ia,and lastly innumerable fisheries in the Red Sea
and in the seas of the Far East l.
( c ) Preferential fishing zones possessed by o r claimed by a certain
number of States for special reasons of a vital economic nature,
including Peru, Chile, Ecuador, United Arab Republic, Iceland,
etc.

12. In fact, the States which claim rights of this kind, from the States
of Latin Arnerica to those of Europe, Asia and Africa, rely, according
to the case, on historic title o r on regional custom, which could not and
cannot be prejudiced by the establishment of the custom of the freedom
of the high seas, by reason of the priority o r effectiveness of the former;
whereas rights over the continental shelf are considered t o be exercised
ipso jure, without the aid of effectiveness.
These States can consequently avail themselves of the adage quieta
non movere 3, and take shelter behind situations consolidated by time
which have changed into rules of law, no longer admitting for the future
of any possible prot<:sts The feeling of society, it must be concluded,

' T h e pearl oyster fisheries of Ceylon a n d Bahrain had already received the
attention of Vattel ( T h e Law of Nations, 1758). P . C. Jessup (The Law of Territorial
Watc,r~,1927, p. 15). also recalled that the pearl fisheries of Ceylon go back in
history a s far as t o the sixth century B.C. Whilst those of the Arabian-Persian Gulf
were, as is well known, rnentiuned about the year 1000 in the Arahian Nights.
M. W. M o u t o n was tlius able to write: "We believe, that prescriptiverightscould
develop quietly, and had esisted long enough t o be respected when people became
conscious of the freedorn of the seas" (op. rit., p. 145).
? Cf. L. Hcnkin, op. cit., p. 26: "Some writers saw in the cases o n sedentary
fisheries a n d submarine inining a basis in customary law for the T r u m a n proclamation a n d for the later Convention o n the continental shelf."
I/~id..p. 27: "Some of them (the cases cited açainst res cotnrt~trtiis)occurred before
the freedom of the sca was established a s a principle of the international law. I n the
few cases involving pearl o r oyster fisheries the claims were based not o n occupation,
but o n prescription o r historic rights."
See Arbitral Award of 13 October 1909 in the Grisbatlurna case between Sweden
a n d Norway, where it is stated that "it is a settled principle . . . that a state of things
which actually cxists and has esisted for a long timc should be changed a s little a s
possible". This is a principle of general la\v supported particularly by G . Gidel,
Le tlroir irztcrriationulprt/~licdc / r i trier, Vol. I I I , p. 634. It is also the case in Muslim
law, ,Mrrjallut El AIiXui~z,Art. 5.
The Arbiiral Triburial, in the North Atlontic Coast Fishrries case, recognized in
i t s nward of 27 January 1909 that "conventions and established usage might be
considered a s the basis for claiming a s territorial those bays which o n this ground
might be called historic bays".
Cf. C h . d e Visscher, Prohlèmrs d'interprétation jrtdiciaire en droit international
public, p. 176.

is in general favour;lble to the recognition of historic rights, whether
such recognition be shown by the conduct of States, by judicial o r arbitral decisions, o r in thc teaching of publicists. Furthermore the possibility is not excluded of similar legal situations coming to birth by the
normal operation of legal creation.

13. It must. of course. be added that the fact that Articles 1 to 3 of
the Convention on tlie continental Shelf are not subject t o any reservations at the time of the signature o r ratification of the Convention, does
not involve any contradiction o r incompatibility between the concept of
the continental shelf and that of the epicontinental platform; the area
of the platform would simply have to be added, when appropriate, t o
the area of the shelf. Thus the Declaration by Argentina of 9 October
1946 proclaims its sovereignty over both these areas simultaneously l .
The Declaration by bdexico of 29 October 1945 claiming exclusive fishing
zones beyond the continental shelf has been interpreted as expressing
the same conception 2. Similarly in the course of the Geneva Conference,
proposais were formulated t o join the continental slope to the shelf.
T o sum up, the situation is that the concept of the epicontinental platforin does not constitute a derogation from the definition of the continental shelf in Article 1 ; the shelf and the platform are not mutually exclusive; in the present sitage of development of law, they are called upon to
supplement each other in order to meet factual situations differing in
some ways and resenibling each other in many others.
I t will therefore be impossible henceforth to consider the concept of
tlie continental shelf without having regard to the parallel o r supplementary concept of the epicontinental platform.
14. Two suppleme.ntary questions remain, which should be resolved
in order to give a complete picture of the concept o r the legal status of
the continental shelf, satisfying the requiremcnts of the arguments in the
present case :
(a) 1s the continental shelf referable to the concept of contiguity, o r
should it be considered rather as a natural submarine prolongation
of the land terrilory of the coastal State?
( b ) Does the continental shelf consist of an extension of territorial
sovereignty, o r tloes it simply confer rights, either sovereign rights
o r exclusive rights?
The said Declaration reads: " l t is hereby declared that the Argentine epicontinental sea and continental shelf are subject to the sovereign power of the nation."
Cf. M. W. Mouton, The Cotitinentui Shelf: p. 74.
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15. 1s the continental shelf referable t o the concept of contiguity, o r
should it be considered rather as a natural submarine prolongation of the
land territory of the coastal State?

The argument of contiguity put forward in the Counter-Memorials
and in the course of the speeches made by the representatives of Denmark
and the Netherlands, to the effect that the submarine areas nearest to a
State are presumed to appertain to it rather than t o another State, is
claimed t o follow fr'om the actual definition of the continental shelf given
in Article 1 of the relevant Convention and t o be inherent in the idea that
that State possesses ipso jure a title to these areas o r exclusive rights over
them, and thus a direct and essential link-in other words, a link that is
inherent and not mirrely implicit-founded on the ratio legis of the fundamental concept oif the continental shelf is said t o have been established
between that concept and the delimitation rule of Article 6.
This view would ~ i o seem
t
to be accepted as a rule of international law,
as is clear, in particular, from the Award dated 23 January 1925 in the
Island of Palmas case. That Award, delivered by one of the three great
Swiss arbitrators, M. Huber, stressed that "it is impossible to show the
existence of a rule of positive international law to the effect that islands
situated outside territorial waters should belong to a State from the mere
fact that its territory forms the terrafirma (nearest continent o r island of
considerable size)".
This decision, which is generally accepted, also, by analogy, resolves
the case of submarine areas.
The line of argument advanced in the Counter-Mernorials is also categorically refuted by previous judicial decisions inasmuch as, in the interpretation of the texts, it openly violates the natural meaning of the words,
when it maintains that the terin "adjacent" which appears in Article 1
of the Convention on the Continental Shelf is the equivalent of the term
"equidistant", and proceeds to deduce therefrom that the said Article
which defines the continental shelf a t the same time determines the rule
by which it is to be delimited, namely the equidistance rule. But if such
had been the intention of the authors of the Convention, they would
have cxpressed it. instead of allowing it to be deduced in such a laborious
fashion. Further, nothing is t o be found in the travaux prépararoires in
support of this opinion, as the Court has shown by referring to the documents of the International Law Commission and the Committee of Experts. On the other liand, the use of the terni "adjacent" is natural!)
explained by an intention t o confine thc continental shelf t o a limited
part of the high seais, that part which prolongs the Coast, t o the exclusion
of the open sea. It wouldmoreover be difficult t o accept that, contrary
t o good legislative technique, the subtleties and consequences of which
were well known to them, the authors of the Convention used in the same

sense two absolutely different words. The term "adjacent" refers only
to the fact of the reciprocal situation of two territories o r of two neighbouring maritime areas. The term "equidistant", on the contrary, relates
t o a ineasurement to be determined between the two territories o r the
two adjacent maritime areas.
Finally, it would not be superfluous to stress the seriousness of the
consequences which the acceptance of this argument would involve.
It would justify territorial o r maritime acquisitions repupnant to the
fundamental principles of contemporary international law : for example
the appropriation oif large areas of t h e ~ ~ r c t Ocean
ic
and the Antarctic
Continent, an appropriation which also relies on the doctrine of sectors,
which doctrine, in certain of its elements, is reminiscent of the abandoned
concept of spheres of influence; for example also, the policy derived
from the Berlin Treaty of 1885, which, having divided up Africa, considered as res nullius, permitted extension of sovereignty starting from
the coast which had been effectively occupied. And should there not be
added t o these examples tlie doctrine of Lebensraum extending beyond
the bounds of a country?

16. The contineni.al shelf is to be conceived, on the contrary, as a
submarine prolongation of the territory: a natural prolongation, without breach of contiinuity. It is not therefore a question of a debatable
legal fiction, but of geological reality.
It was this idea aihich was adopted as basis by the States which led
the way in respect of claims over the continental shelf (United States) ',
o r over the epicontinental platform (Mexico, Argentine, Peru) ?. The
authority of legal writers is generally favourable to it 3, and the International Law Comniission made it its own.
This concept can iilso be deduced from the concept, universally recognized, of the territorial sea, which is itself a prolongation o r extension of
the national ter rit or:^.
Tt is, however, neccssary to make a reservation; nanicly that there must
not be deduced from the unity of the territory and of the continental shelf
o r the platform, a unity of legal régime. The difference will appear in the
course of examination of the following question concerning the rights of
coastal States.
Judicial decisions support this reasoning, with a Judgment of this

' The Truman Proclamation provides in its fourtli paragraph: ". . . since the
continental shelf may he regarded as an extension of tlie land-niass of the coastal
nation and thus naturally appurtenant to it."
These States used tcrms siniilar to those which appear in the TrumanDeclaration.
The following wording is used: "The continental shelf forms a single morphological
and geological unity with the continent."
Cf. the writers iiientioned by M. W. Mo~iton,op. cit.. p. 33.
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Court itself, that of 18 December 1951 in the Anglo-Norwegian Fisheries
case, according to the terms of which "it is the land which confers upon
the coastal State a right t o the waters", which can just as well include the
bed of the waters. II: is moreover apparent that the Geneva Conference
was guided by this Judgment in its conception of the continental shelf.

17. Does the continental shelf consist of a n extension of territorial
sovereignty, o r does it simply confer rights, either sovereign right o r
exclusive rights?

The conduct of States is various and subject t o change. Nonetheless
three attitudes may be discerned which correspond t o the three possibilities comprised in the: last question raised, in order t o round off the question of the legal s t a t u of the continental shelf: a North American attitude
which holds fast t o the notion of exclusiveness; a South American attitude
claiming territorial sovereignty; and lastly the Geneva attitude, which
culminated in the Convention sanctioning rights qualified simultaneously
as sovereign and exclusive.

The Truman Proclamation claimed a n exclusive right over the continental shelf, and without claiming t o exercise forma1 sovereignty thereover, nonetheless afbrmed that the American Government regarded the
natural resources of the subsoil and of the seabed and of the continental
shelf, beneath the high seas and contiguous to the coasts of the United
States, as appertaining t o it and subject to its jurisdiction and control.
The series of declarations which followed did not al1 refrain from proclaiming the sovereignty of the coastal state over the bed and subsoil of
the high seas. This was the case with the majority of the States of Latin
America which exteinded their sovereignty for 200 nautical miles over the
epicontinental platform, o r beyond.
As for the Genevn Conference, after navering between the concepts of
exclusive rights and sovereign rights, it opted for the latter in Article 2,
paragraph 1, of the Convention, and in paragraph 2 of the same Article,
it described the sovereign rights as exclusive.
The United States. mentioned above, ranged itself on the side of this
latter concept by ratifying the Convention.

18. Nonetheless, Iiowever varied State practice may be. it should be
possible to make it subject to a dual criterion. The rights which coastal
States can exercise over the continental shelf o r the epicontinental platform are capable of being determined as a group by the economic objectives given for them, and by the consideration that the freedom of the
high seas should not be affected except to the extent required for the
realization of tliese objectives. In other words, since it is a question of a
principle of the law of nations from which economic, social and political
development, as well as scientific and technological progress, may bring
about necessary derogations, the rights which the coastal State can exercise over the contint-ntal shelf or the epicontinental platforni should be
limited to those which can be justified from the standpoint of the realization of the ends for which they were instituted, that is to say. generolly
speaking, the exclusive exploitation, as against other States, of submarine
resources in the one case, o r of fishing in the otlier.
.AS to the sovereign character attributed to tliese rights, it wo~ildLippear,
in the three situatioris to whicli attention has been drawn, to be a case of
a somewhat dismembered territorial sovereignty, of which certain attributes are exerciscd over the continental shelf o r the epicontinental
platform. The legal content of the sovereign rights remains limited to
those acts which ari: strictly necessary for the exploration. exploitation
o r protection of the resources of the continental shelf, to the exclusion of
the waters and of the area lying above them. In the same way, the legal
content of what has been called sovereignty by the States of Latin America
is limited to the objects mentioned above, to which is to be added fishing,
excluding freedom of navigation and the right to lay and maintain cables
and pipelines. Thert: \vould thus be no question, in any case, of sovereignty in the form in which it is cxercised over the territoriiil sea.

19. The dual criterion of the economic objectives given for the rights
of coastal States and of respect, t o the necessary extent, of the freedoni
of the high seas, naturally excludes the use of the continental shelf, just
as of the high seas, for military purposes. The freedon~of the high seas,
a principle of positive international law, remains sacrosanct so long as a
rule of the same nature has not subjected it to restrictions by specifying
individual rights which States would be empowered to exercise therein '.

20. It will hereinnfter be established that the three Parties to the present case are bountl by the provisions of the aforementioned Article 2
-

'

-

This reasoning does not seern to be that followed by the Ad Hoc Cornillittee
set up by the United Nations to study the peacef~il~isesof the seabed and the ocean
floor.

of the Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf, the Netherlands and
Denmark by having ratified the Convention, and the Federal Republic
of Germany by having acquiesced in the application to it of that sarne
Article.

21. The concept of the continental shelf being recognized, together
with the rights exercised thereover, as forming part of customary international law, the request made of the Court by the Parties involves first
of a11 the following question:
Does there exist a general o r particular convention, within the meaning
of Article 38, paragraph 1 ( a ) , of the Statute of the Court, containing
rules applicable to the delimitation between coastal States of the areas
of the continental shelf of the North Sea which they claim?

The Governments of the Kingdom of the Netherlands and the Kingdom
of Denrnark rely on ,the provisions of Article 6 of the Geneva Convention
on the Continental Shelf of 29 April 1958 for the delimitation of the
areas of the North Ses continental shelf.
The Government 'of the Federal Republic of Germany, which has not
ratified the Conventiion, has also not recognized the relevant dispositions
of Article 6, relied on by the Governments of the Netherlands and Denmark, as it has done in the case of the first two articles of the said Convention '.

The conduct of tlhe Federal Republic and certain declarations made
by it have however been interpreted by the opposing Parties as amounting
t o a commitment on its part t o submit to the provisions of Article 6 of
the Convention.
The Court, in its study of the effects of the declarations made by o r
the conduct of a State, concludes---"that only the existence of a situation
of cstoppel could suffice to lend substance to this contention [SC.,that
the Federal Republic of Germany is bound by its declarationsl-that is
t o say if the Federal Republic were now precluded from denying the applicability of the conventional régime, by reason of past conduct, declarations, etc., which not only clearly and consistently evinced acceptance of that régime but also had caused Denmark o r the Netherlands,
in reliance on such conduct, detrimentally t o change position o r suffer
some prejudice".

'

Slrpru, para.
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The Judgment doi:s not take into account a well-settled doctrine that
a State may be bound by a unilateral act '.
As a consequence: of its argument, the Judgment mentions in paragraph 31 that-"it
seems t o the Court that little useful purpose will be
served by passing in review and subjecting to detailed scrutiny the various
acts relied on by Denmark and the Netherlands as being indicative of
the Federal Republici's acceptance of the régime of Article 6".
While agreeing wiith the Judgment that Article 6, as such, is not applicable t o the delirnitations envisaged in the present cases, 1 consider
that the unilateral acts and the conduct of the Federal Republic should
be analysed in order to clinch this conclusion.

22. The Federal (ioverninent's delegation announced, as is mentioned
in the minutes of the negotiations with the Netherlands Government
dated 4 August 1964 ', that its Government "is seeking to bring about a
conference of States adjacent t o the North Sea . . . in accordance with
the tirst sentence of paragraph 1 and the first sentence of paragraph 2
of Article 6 of the Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf" and
that "the Netherlands delegation lias taken note of this intention". But
this commitment, expressly limited t o two provisions of Article 6 concerning the advisabiility of preferably having recourse t o agreements for
the delimitation of the continental shelf, cannot be interpreted as a
declaration referring to the whole of the provisions of that Article.
The letter of the ter.t is categorically opposed t o such an interpretation.
In particular, the provision concerning delimitation of the continental
shelf by application of the equidistance rule remains outside this commitment.

An attenipt has nonetheless been made to see in the treaties of 1 Deceniber 1964 and 9 Jurie 1965, between the Federal Republic of Germany
on the one side andi the Kingdoin of the Netherlands and the Kingdom
of Denniark on the other, an acquiescence in the application of the
equidistance rule.
Acquiescence flowing from a unilateral legal act, o r inferred from the
conduct o r attitude of the person to whom it is to be opposed-either
by application of the concept of estoppel by conduct of Anglo-American
equity, o r by virtue of the principle of western law that allegans contraria
non nudietldus est, which has its parallel in Muslim law 3-is numbered
anlong the general principles of law accepted by international law as
-' E . S u y , Les actc,s jirridiqi<es inteunationalrx, 1962, p p . 148 and 152.
Mernorial, Annex 4.
Mujallat El A l i k n r ~ Art.
~ , 100.
-

forming part of the law of nations, and obeying the rules of interpretation,
relating thereto. Thus when the acquiescence alleged is tacit, as it would
be in the present case inasmuch as it is inferred from the conduct of the
party against whorn it is relied on, it demands that the intention be
ascertained by the manifestation of a definite expression of will, free of
ambiguity.
But the Federal Government formally declared in the joint minutes
of 4 August 1964, referred to above, that "it must not be concluded from
the direction of th4t proposed partial boundary that the latter would
have t o be continued in the same direction". I t was also mentioned in
the Protocol to the German-Danish Treaty of 9 June 1965 l, that "as
regards the further course of the dividing line, each Contracting Party
reserves its legal standpoint".
Considering that the negotiations which culminated in the treaty of
1 December 1964, as well as tliose which culminated in the treaty of
9 June 1965 and the annexed Protocol of the same date, constitute an
indivisible whole, the Court cannot disassociate therefrom the declarations mentioned above of 4 August 1964 and 9 June 1965 which brought
eacli set of negotiations to a close, and of which the meaning does not
lend itself t o any equivocation, and is such as not to allow any doubt
t o subsist as t o the intention of the Federal Republic of Germany to
exclude the application of equidistance pure and simple to the deliniitation beyond latitude 54 degrees north. There is in fact no reason why,
in the interpretation of unilateral declarations, the settled jurisprudence
of the Court should not be followed. t o the effect that the terms of the
treaty should be interpreted "in their natural and ordinary meaning '".
It should also be remarked that the German-Danish treaty allegedly
includes only one equidistance point, the terminal of the partial bound- -

arv
-.-

3.

It would be no l e s ~incorrect to Say, as a result of siniilar reasoning
concerning the true intention of the Federal Government. that the latter,
by its Proclamation of 20 January 1964 and thc r.\-/~osc;des motjfs of the
law on the continental shelf which it promulgated on 24 July of the
samc year. "acknowledges the Geneva Convention as an expression of
customary international law", as the other Parties to the case claim 4 .
Nor is this in fact the case as regards the provisions of the 1958 Convention concerning: the equidistance line, which could naturally not
acquire, by means of a recognition which for the purposes of argument
p
.

~-~
----

Mernorial, Annex 7.
Advisory Opinion of 28 May 1948 on Adniission of'u Stutt. to Membership in the
United Notions; Advisory Opinion of 3 March 1950 on the Competence of the
General A S S P I I ~for
~ ~tire
J ' Admission o f u State to the United Nations; Judgrnent in
the As.vlirtn case of 20 November 1950; Advisory Opinion of 8 June 1960 o n the
Ci,nstit~rtiono f tlle Maritime Sufetv Conitriittee.
Rcply. para. 29.
Counter-Mernorial of the Danish Governnient. para. 24 and Counter-Memorial
of the Netherlands Governnient, para. 25.
A

.
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we will suppose t o be efficacious. the status of a customary law rule
which it does not possess '.
Furthern-iore, what legal effect should be attributed to the signature
by the Federal Republic of Germany of the Protocol for Provisional
Application of the European Fisheries Convention of 9 March 1964,
Article 7 of which provides for recourse to the median line. every point
of which is equidistant from the coasts of each of the adjacent o r opposite
parties? The commitment of the Federal Republic to the application of
the eqiiidistance line to fishing zones, which it confrmed by the nitir.mc;moirr of 16 March 1967, is not open to argument. But does its scope,
exceeding the object for which it was agreed, extend to the continental
shelf? The reply is niore than doubtful. because of the express opposition
by the Federal Government to the application of the equidistance line.
in the doctiments which have successively been discussed, dated 4 August
1964, 9 June 1965, 20 January 1964 and 24 July 1964. Such seems to
be the interpretatiori to be given t o the intention of the Federal Republic.
This being the case, the Court does not have to embark, in addition,
on an enqiiiry into the private thoughts of the Federal Republic, as the
Netherlands Government calls upon it to do, by asking in its CounterMemorial why the ITederal Republic stressed, in the minutes of 4 August
1968, that the bouridary should be determined with due regard t o the
special circunistanciis prevailing in the mouth of the Ems, if it did not
have in mind the terms of paragraph 2 of Article 6 of the Geneva Convention, i.e., the equidistance rule.
It is not therefore possible to interpret the treaties of 1 December 1964
and 9 Julie 1965, between the Federal Republic on the one side, and the
Netherlands and Denmark on the other, in the light of the niinutes of
4 August 1964 and the Protocol of 9 June 1965, nor the declaration of
the Federal Governiment of 20 January 1964 and the exposé des motifs
of the law of 24 Juby of the same year, as an acquiescence in the application of the equidi:;tatice line as contemplated in the Convention of
29 April 1958 on the Continental Shelf.

23. T o sum up the delimitation between the Parties of the areas of
the North Sea continental shelf over which they claim sovereign rights
is not governed by the provisions of Article 6 of the Geneva Convention
of 29 April 1958 on the Continental Shelf, which applies the principle
of equidistance.
There is therefore no need to embark on the interpretation of the
provisions of the s,aid Article 6 as a legal text binding on the Parties.
Nonetheless, we miiy subsequently return to this point, if the adoption
of the concepts included in it could afford inspiration for a solution

'

Infra, paras. 24-30.

drawn from another source of law, such as a general principle of law
recognized by the nations.

24. In the absence of a n international convention establishing rules
expressly recognized by the Parties to the dispute, d o not principles o r
rules of customary international law exist which are applicable t o the
delimitation of the continental shelf?
And in the event of there being n o general custom, might there be a
regional custom peculiar t o the North Sea?

The Kingdoms of Denmark and of the Netherlands have contended
that having fixed th(? boundaries of their parts of the continental shelf
o n the specific basis of the principles and rules of law generally recognized,
those boundaries arc: not prima ,facie contrary t o international law and
are valid as against other States. They base their contention on the
provisions of Article 6, paragraph 2, of the Geneva Convention on the
Continental Shelf, according to which, in the absence of agreement, and
unless another bouridary line is justified by special circumstances, the
boundary is t o be determined by application of the principle of equidistance from the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial sea
of the adjacent States in measured.
The unilateral action on which the Danish and Netherlands Governments rely would have been opposable to other States and consequently
t o the Federal Gerrian Government, if the rule of delimitation t o which
they attribute a n effect erga omnes had become a norm of positive
international law binding States which, like the Federal Republic, are
not parties t o the 1958 Convention.
As has been seeri, Articles 1 and 2 of the said Convention, which
establish the institui-ion of the continental shelf, were not the result of
a codification of the international law in force, f ~ r m i n gpart of the
lex lata, but the effe'ct of the progressive development of the law, (le lege
,ferenda, referred to in Article 13 of the Charter of the United Nations
and Article 15 of the Statute of the International Law Commission.
The case of the provisions of Article 6, paragraph 2, could not be different,
inasmuch as they apply the principle laid down in Articles 1 and 2.
Has this progressive development of the law reached the stage, in
respect of what is si.ated in paragraph 2 of Article 6, of settled custom,
since the adoption of the equidistance method by the International Law
Commission in 1953, and subsequcntly by the Geneva Conference in
1958, in both cases by a very large m i o r i t y ?
Admittcdly, the riotion of the continental shelf itself, which made its
first appearance in State practice in 1945, took only a dozen years to

become a universally recognized custom. The voices of authoritative
writers ' and jurists of al1 kinds, at international conferences, were unable
t o stem the current of legal thinking resulting from unprecedented
scientific progress and the rapid development of the economic and social
life of the nations. Irhat is t o Say that this recent rule of the law of the
sea, under the pressure of powerful motives and thanks to State practice
and the effect of international conventions, was within a short time
converted into a customary law meeting the pressing needs of modern
life.
Can the same be said of the concept of equidistance in Article 6 of
the Geneva Convention?
It is necessary t o ascertain, in a first limb of the discussion, what State
practice has been, both before the date of the Convention of 29 April 1958
on the Continental Shelf and after that date.

25. One prior question calls for resolution: what are the acts of
delimitation which must be tabulated in order to select those which
have contributed to the formation of the material element of custom,
both with referenct: to the nature of the waters delimited, and with
reference t o the situation of the coastal States of those waters, adjacent
States and opposite States.
The Court has considered that only delimitations concerning the continental shelf and made between adiacent States can be taken into account
as precedents. It seems however that the acts which must be taken into
account in this investigation are, with reference t o the nature of the
waters, al1 those pertaining t o the delimitation of maritime waters of
whatever kind: territorial seas, straits, contiguous zones, fishing zones,
continental shelf, epicontinental platform--to which must be added
lakes. The underlying concept common to al1 these stretches of water,
which is decisive b!i way of analogy, is that they al1 proceed from the
notion of the natural prolongation of the land territory of the coastal
States 2. Thus, the 1953 Committee of Experts, drawing no distinction
in this connection between the territorial sea and the continental shelf,
wrote in its report that it had "considered it important to find a formula
for drawing the international boundaries in the territorial waters of
States, which could also be used for the delimitation of the respective
continental shelves . . .".
On the other harid, it is obvious that boundary lines dividing rivers
should not be selected as precedents. Moreover, such boundary lines

' In particular. those of G. Scelle and A. de Lapradelle; the representative of the
Federal Republic of Germany. Dr. Münch, still said of the continental shelf rule at
the Geneva Conference that "many authorities reject it de lege lard and de lege
ferenda."
Supra, para. 15.

follow the thalwegs o r the navigable channels much more frequently
than the middle of tlhe Stream.
The acts of delimitation with reference to adjacent o r opposite States
require more detailed examination.
All such acts should be drawn on, again on the ground of their common
underlying concept. The example has been set by the three conventions
adopted a t Geneva concerning respectively the territorial sea, the contiguous zone and fishing zones. All three take, in s o many words, as
their basis for delirnitation "the median line every point of which is
equidistant from the nearest points on the baselines . . .". And tliose
conventions laid it down that this provision was applicable t o lateral
delimitations just as to delimitations between opposite States l .
Should not this assimilation between these two types of delimitation
be reflected in the interpretation of Article 6 of the Convention on the
Continental Shelf, even though the two different terms, median line and
equidistance line, are there employed?
It is imperative in the present case t o interpret the Convention on the
Continental Shelf in the light of the formula adopted in the other three
conventions, in accordance with the rnethod of integrating the four
conventions by co-ordination. For the four conventions, voted on the
same day at one and the same meeting, constitute a body of treaties al1
falling within the same legal framework, that of the law of the sea.
Thus they were drawn up by the International Law Commission of the
United Nations and submitted to the Geneva Conference in a single
"
document. Must it not consequently be açreed that, notwithstanding
the differences of v~ording,o r the disparity between the terminology
noticed in the three conventions mentioned on the one hand, and the
Convention on the Continental Shelf on the other. the same eauidistance
rule is applicable, according t o the meaning of the four conventions, t o
Iateral delimitations just as t o median delimitations?
It will be noticed that the rule having been understood in this way
in international circles, the 13 States which signed the Convention concluded in London on 9 March 1964 took over word for word from the
three above-mentioiied Geneva conventions tlieir common formula for
States lying opposite o r adjacent t o each other.
If nevertheless the text of the Convention on the Continental Shelf
emerged from the deliberations of the conference with a wording different
from that of the other three conventions, that fact is to be attributed t o
the contingencies of discussion at a meeting. Delimitations both between
adjacent States and between States lying opposite each other formed the
subject, before the International Law Commission, of a single form of
words covering both situations. The fact that they were mentioned, in
l Convention on the Territorial Sea, Article 12; on the Contiguous Zone, Article
24: o n Fishing and Coriservation of the Living Resources of the High Seas, Article 7,
which refers to Article 12 of the Convention on the Territorial Sea.

the convention drawn up during the conference in separate paragraphs
of Article 6, and that the two texts were drafted in somewhat different
terms, is to be explaiined by the vicissitudes of discussion in two Committees, and does ncit permit of the deduction therefrom of a difference
between a median lirie applicable to States lying opposite each other and
a n equidistance line for demarcating the boundary between adjacent
States. The trai7au.upc;paratoires are n o less explicit, in this respect, than
the clarity of the terms employed in the four conventions concerning the
law of the sea, which refer. as to a single whole, to the median line and
eqliidistant points as applicable to adjacent States and States lying
opposite each other.. This amounts to saying, in short, that the notion
of equidistance is the rule for both sorts of delimitation.

26. The instruments prior to the Convention on the ContinentaI
Shelf, concerning the delimitation of maritime waters-territorial
sea,
straits, lakes, contiguous zone, fishing zones, continental shelf, epicontinental platform-could not be more varied in nature.
It will s~ibsequenitlybe seen that the proclamations and other pronouncements made in 1945 by the United States, in 1947 by Nicaragua,
in 1949 by Saudi Arabia and the States of Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, Abu
Dhabi, Sharjah, Ra:; al Khaimah, Umm al Qaiwain and Ajman, and in
1955 by Iran, al1 relied on justice o r equity. This was the largest group
of States.
The treaty of 27 September 1882 between Mexico and Guatemala, as
well as the decree of the Goveriîment of Cambodia of 30 December 1957,
adopted tht: method of a line perpendicular to the coast.
The metliod of eritending the land frontier seawards was followed in
the decree of the Fi-ench Government of 25 May 1960, confirming the
agreement between France and Portugal concerning Senegal and what
is referred to as Portuguese Guinea. The same was done in respect of
the boundaries laid down in 1953 under the Australian pearl fisheries
legislation of 1952-1953.
The delimitation of the epicontinental platform between Chile, Ecuador
and Peru followed geographical parallels of latitude.
The Agreement of' 15 June 1846 between the United States and Canada,
and the 1928 Act eridorsing the Agreement of 19 October 1927 between
Singapore and Johore both follow the channel between the two coasts.
A number of agri-enlents were noted which opted for equal division,
employing the following expressions: "equidistant from" o r "half-way
between" the coasts., o r along "the middle line". Such were, for example,
the Agreement of 1 1 April 1908 between the United States and Great
Britain, thc Agreements of 28 September 1915 between Malaysia and
Indonesia, of 28 April 1924 between Norway and Finland, the Peace
Treaty of 4 January 1932 between ltaly and Turkey, the Agreements of

30 January 1932 between Denmark and Sweden, and those of the Peace
Treaty with ltaly of 10 February 1947, deliniiting the territorial waters
of Trieste, and, finally, the Agreement of 22 February 1958 between
Saudi Arabia and Elahrain.
Delimitations of lakes sometimes referred to the median line o r the
middle of the water, sometimes t o the thalweg, and sometimes followed
the banks of the lake o r did not purport to be based on any method.
A rather special case \vas that of the Agreement of 25 February 1953
between France and Switzerland for the delimitation of the Lake of
Geneva along ". . . a median line and two transversal arms . . .", this
line being "replaced, for practical reasons by a six-sided polygonal line
with a view to effecting a compensation as between the areas".
Finally, a number of agreements and other instruments made n o
reference to any method whatsoever. This was the case with tlie Agreements of 1918 between China and Hong Kong and of 1925 bctween the
United States and Canada; the 1942 treaty between the United Kingdom
and Venezuela and the 1957 Agreement bctween the Soviet Union and
Norway.

27. It does not !seem that any conclusion can be drawn from these
extremely varied formulae which have been employed, unless it be that
they constitute a set of methods t o which States might freely have
recourse in order to reconcile their respective interests. Accordingly,
the use of one method o r another, not excepting that which employs
the median line, does not indicate any opinio juris based on the awareness
of States of the obligatory nature of the practice employed.

28. Since the above-mentioned acts adopting the median line o r the
equidistance line are not capable of creating a custom, it remains to be
seen wliether those which have occurred since the signature of the Convention on the Coritinental Shelf, by being added thereto, have had this
effcct.

In order to resolve this question, the Court argues that a normcreating conventiori has. as sucli, an influence on the formation of custom.
The function of State practice is envisaged, on this line of reasoning,
as being appropriate cases to support tlie potentially norm-creating
nature of the convc-ntion.
It appears to me that this reasoning is contrary to both the letter and
the spirit of Article 38. paragrapli 1 ( h ) , of the Court's Statute, which

bases custom on S1.ate practice. The 1958 Convention, like any other
convention, has therefore no other influence on the formation of custom
than that which is conferred upon it by the States who have ratified it,
or have merely signed it: the deliberate legal act of ratification, and the
legal fact of signature, both constitute attitudes which count in the
enumeration of the elements of State practice.

29. Consequently, in order to draw up as complete as possible a
current list of precedents of such a kind as to contribute towards the
transformation of the equidistance method into a rule of customary
law, it would be necessary to tabulate:

( a ) the deliberate legal acts of ratification of the aforesaid Conventions;
( b ) the legal facts of signature of the Conventions:
(c) the various acts of delimitation of the territorial sea, the contiguous
zone, fishing z.ones, straits, lakes, the continental shelf and the
epicontinental ]platform.
States whose acts of delimitation have been referred to and which are
included under sub-paragraphs (a) and ( b ) include: the Soviet Union,
Finland, Australia, the United Kingdom, Sweden, Denmark, the United
States and the Federal Republic of Germany. There is thus no need to
include them once again among the total number of States which have
carried out acts of cielimitation.
In addition to the above-mentioned States, the Netherlands and Denmark mention in thieir Common Rejoinder those which have opted for
the equidistance line.
So far as Kuwaiit is concerned, the representatives of the Federal
Republic argued that its agreement with the concessionary company
could not be regarded as a precedent, since it was not a convention betcçeen States.
Numerous concessions under public law have given rise t o judicial
precedents in various questions of international law. Nevertheless, an
agreement concerning a concession by a State to a company does not,
pi'r sr. or as such, constitute an element of the practice which contributes
to the creation of international custom. It is only by a legitimate assimilation of the position taken up by the State granting the concession, to a
unilateral act, that the case of Kuwait might be considered. Nevertheless, the attitude which is attributed to i t , like that attributed to Iran,
demands careful thcjught. They might have been considered as precedents
contributing towarcls the establishment of custom if those States had not
refrained fi-om referring to the equidistance method, although their legal
advisers must assuredly have been aware of the discussions that had taken
place at the Geneva Conference. The inmost thoughts of those States
cannot be plumbed, so as to claiin that an opit~iojuris attached to the
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deinarcations which they made without referring to a rule they believed
themselves obliged to apply. The more so in that on account of the steps
taken by each of then? in drawing lines of demarcation of their continental
shelves one cannot hLelplooking back to their respective declarations of
1947 and 1955, in which they specified that they would rely in this connection on the notion of equity.
So far as Iraq is concerned, it was stated in the Rejoinder that that
State "automatically considered that the equidistance principle expressed
in Article 6 of the Continental Shelf Convention would govern the delimitation of her continental shelf in the absence of an agreement or of special
circumstances justifying another boundary line '". But the declaration
of Iraq was made on 10 April 1958, i.e., before the signature of the Geneva
Convention; the reference to Article 6 thereof is consequently out of
place. The Iraqi declaration can nevertheless be taken into consideration,
like the Truman Proclamation, as starting a trend towards a new custom.
The Agreement between the United Kingdom and Norway, signed on
10 March 1965, which adopted the equidistance rule, constitutes another
precedent. The same can be said of the Agreement of 8 December 1965
between Denmark and Norway, the Proclamation of 30 March 1967 by
the President of the Republic of Tanzania concerning the delimitation
of the territorial sea between Tanzania and Kenya, the Agreement of
20 March 1967 between Morocco and Spain dealing with the Straits of
Gibraltar, and the Agreement of 24 July 1968 between Sweden and Norway.
But what view should be taken of the attitude of Belgium? Although
it did not sign the Convention on the Continental Shelf, the Belgian
Government, in a Note of 15 September 1965 from the Belgian Embassy
to the Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs, stated that "the two
countries are in agreement on the principle of equidistance and on its
practical application". Furthermore, the provisions of the Convention
on the Continental Shelf were adopted in a bill, accompanied by an
r~spos6des motifs which was submitted to the Chamber of Representatives
on 23 October 1967. The bill, while totally devoid of legal effect, nevertheless expresses the: oficial point of view of the Government. It constitutes one of those acts within the municipal legal order which can be
counted among the precedents to be taken into consideration, where
appropriate, for recognizing the existence of a custom. In any event, the
attitude of the Belgian Government is expressed without any possible
equivocation in the statement contained in the State to State communication of 15 September 1965, to which the character of precedent cannot be
deriied 2 .
Furthermore, since the European Fisheries Convention of London of
24 March 1964 ado-pted the equidistance formula on the mode1 of the
-

'

Rejoinder, para. 72.
Supra, para. 21, on the effeçt of unilateral declarations.
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Geneva Conventions on the Territorial Sea, the Contiguous Zone and
Fishing Zones l , it should be noted that seven States which are not parties
to those conventions signed the London Convention. They are to be
added to those States, al-eady mentioned, which have applied the equidistance method.
Thus, finally, in the course of the decade which has elapsed since the
institution of the new rule by treaty, a dozen States not parties to the
1958 Convention ori the Continental Shelf can be counted which have
opted, in addition 1.0 the signatory States of that Convention, for the
equidistance method.
However important these precedents may be, and despite the fact that
those relating to al1 .kinds of waters have been drawn upon, their number
amounts to only about half of that of the international community. It is
difficult to find in .this elements capable of constituting the generally
accepted practice of Article 38, paragraph 1 ( h ) , of the Statute of the
Court.

30. There is a textual argument which is of al1 the more account in
that it firmly confirrns this view of the matter. It is that drawn from Article 12 of the Conlvention on the Continental Shelf, which makes a
distinction between .Articles 1 to 3 and al1 the other articles, by providing
that to the former alone no reservations may be made. The Court has
dealt extensively wit'h this point, and 1 need only refer to it in order to add
that the power to subject the implementation of the provisions of Article 6 to reservations implies the absence, in the minds of the signatories
of the Convention, of the opinio juris sive necessitatis. The latter requires
consciousness of the binding nature of the rule, and it is self-evident
that a rule cannot be felt to be binding when the right not to apply it is
reserved.
The conclusion cannot therefore be avoided that the equidistance
method of Article fi of the said Convention of 29 April 1958 has not
acquired the nature of a customary rule which it did not have formerly.

31. Nor are there to be found therein the elements which go to make
up a regional custoni. For while a general rule of customary law does not
require the consent of al1 States, as can be seen from the express terms of
the Article referred to above-but at least the consent of those who were
aware of this general practice and, being in a position t o oppose it, have
not done so '-it is ]lot the same with a regional customary rule, having
Supra, para. 22.
Thiis the rialit of countries becominr indeuendent. which have not participated
in the formation of rules which they conside; incompatible with the new state of
affairs, is preberved.
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regard to the small number of States to which it is intended to apply and
which are in a position to consent to it. In the absence of express or tacit
consent, a regional ciustom cannot be imposed upon a State which refuses
to riccept it. The Int~rrnationalCourt of Justice expressed this clearly in
its Judgment of 20 November 1950 in the Asylum case in the following
terms: "The Party which relies on a custom of this kind [SC.,regional or
local custom] must prove that this custom is established in such a manner
that it has become binding on the other Party '."
Accordingly, the Federal Republic of Germany cannot be bound by a
so-called regional customary rule which it rejects. It has expressly recorded
its opposition to the rule in question; firstly in its Reply of 26 August 1963
to the note i<,rbale liom the Netherlands Embassy in Bonn: and subsequently in the Special Agreement of 2 February 1967, in which the
Government of the Netherlands took forma1 note of this, as did the Government of Denmark. Moreover, in its Proclamation of 20 January 1964,
the Federal Governnzent distinguished between the principle of the continental shelf itself aind the rules concerning its delimitation 2 .

32. Consequently it cannot be accepted, as the Governments of the
Kingdoms of Denmark and of the Netherlands maintain, that the rule in
Article 6 of the Geneva Convention concerning the delimitation of the
continental shelf has acquired the character of a general rule of international customary law or that of a regional customary rule.
The equidistance line having been rejected as a rule of positive law,
recourse may be hacl to it, after the fashion of those States which have
applied it voluntarily, as a method which can, subject to necessary rectifications in accordance with the circumstances, ensure an equitable delimitation.
Thus i t is necessary in the last analysis to have regard to the general
principles of law recognized by nations.

However the Cou,rt has not considered that it should do this; it has
taken the view that, failing a method of delimitation which the Parties
are bound to use, th'ey should be called upon to negotiate an agreement
by the application of equitable principles.
In support of this opinion, cf. I.C.J., As.vlutn case, Judgment of 20 Novernber
1950; and the Judgment of 27 August 1953 in the Rights of Nationals of the United
States of America in Morocco case.
Counter-Memorial of the Netherlands and Denmark, Annex 10. Exposé des
rnorifs of the German Bill on the Provisional Determination of Rights over the
Continental Shelf.

The equity which the Court recommends to the Parties' consideration
would appear to be ncithingother than justice: "whatever the legal reasoning of a court of justice", says the Judgment, "its decisions must by
definition be just, and therefore in that sense equitable". The Judgment
arrives at the obviouij truth that it is necessary to be just, and does not
give much indication to the Parties, each of whom considers that its own
position is equitable.
What is just is however not always equitable, witness the well-known
adage: sumnzum jus silmma injuria. And it is in order to mitigate this inconvenience of strict justice that recourse may be had to equity whose
role is to moderate the rigour of law.
The truth of the matter is that the principle of equity which must be
applied is not the abstract equity contemplated by the Judgment, but
that which fills a lacuna, like the principle of equity praeter legrm, which
is a subsidiary source of law. Contrary to the opinion of the Court, there
is a lacuna in interniitional law when delimitation is not provided for
either by an applicable general convention (Article 38, paragraph 1
( a ) ) , or by a general or regional custom (Article 38, paragraph 1 (6)).
There remains sub-paragraph (c), which appears to be of assistance in
filling the gap. The question which arises is therefore as follows:
33. Does there exisi. a general principle of law recognized by the nations,
as provided for by Article 38, paragraph ( c ) , of the Statute of the Court,
from which would follow a rule to the effect that the continental shelf
could, in case of disagreement, be delimited equitably between the
Parties?

It is important in the first place to observe that the form of words of
Article 38, paragraph 1 ( c ) , of the Statute, referring to "the general
principles of law recagnized by civilized nations", is inapplicable in the
forni in which it is set down, since the term ''civilized nations" is incompatible with the relevant provisions of the United Nations Charter,
and the consequence thereof is an ill-advised limitation of the notion of
the general principles of law l.
The discrimination between civilized nations and uncivilized nations,
which \vas unknown t o the founding fathers of international law, the
protagonists of a universal law of nations, Vittoria, Suarez, Gentilis,
Pufendorf, Vattel, is the legacy of the period, now passed away, of colonialism, and of the time long-past when a limited number of Powers
S. Krylov, in his dissenting opinion in the case of Repurution for Injuries Sufjèred
in tlie Service of t l ~ eUnited Notions, decided on 11 April 1949, omits the word
"civilized" when refcrring to the general principles of law. He does not however give
reasons for this omissiori. But in his course of lectures at The Hague Academy of
International Law in 1947, he raised his voice against the arbitrary treatment given
to the so-called native States (Recueil des Cours, 1947, 1. p. 449).
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established the rules, of custom or of treaty-law, of a Eiiropean law
applied in relation to the whole community of nations. Maiiitained and
sometimes reinforced at the time of the great historical settlementsVienna 18 15, Berlin 1885, Versailles 1920, Lausanne 1923, Yalta 1945European international law had been defended by jurists of indisputable
authority in the majority of branches of international law, such as Kent,
Wheaton, Phillimor~e, Anzilotti, Fauchille, F. de Markas, Westlake,
Hall, Oppenheim, P'olitis: thus the last-mentioned writer's La rnorale
intcrtzutionnle is striking by reason of the fact that it is centered on Europe
alone and Europe's exclusive interests. However great and powerful the
thinking of these reiîowned jurists may be, their concept of a farnily of
Eiiropean and North Atlantic nations is nonetheless begiiining to be
blurred by the reality of the universal community, in the thinking of the
internationalists of a new age such as S. Krylov, M. Katz, W. Jenks and
M. Lachs. What is more, the universalist jurists of Europe had been
preceded by those of Asia and the Middle East: Sui Tchoan-Pao, Bandyopadhyoy, Rechid.
Whether the adepts in the notion of the law recognized by civilized
nations assess degreirs of civilization by reference to the coinpetence of
authority to preserve the rights of foreigners l , or to its power to ensure
the protection of the fundamental rights of the human person 2, it is
impossible to avoid ithe thought that the colonial régime should not have
been excluded from the factors of assessment belonging to one or other
of these criteria, since the colonized wereforeigners vis-à-vis the colonizers,
and had been deprived of certain of their fundamental rights 3.
Moreo~.er,the discrimination condemned by writers is in absolute
contradiction ~vithtlîe provisions of the United Nations Charter, stipulating hencefor\vard '.the sovereign equality" of al1 the Member nations,
and for their participation both in the elaboration of international law
in the organs of the United Nations, particularly the International Law
Commission on which al1 nations are called upon to sit. and in the application, ii-iterpretation and t o a certain extent the development and
evolution of international law, by virtue of Article 9 of the Statute of
the Court, accordinj; to which "the electors shall bear in mind . . . that
in the body as a whole the representation of the main forms of civilization
and of the principal legal systems of the world should be assured".
Thus it is that certain nations, to Mhose legal systems allusion
was made above, which did not form part of the limited coiicert of
States which did the: law-making, up to the first decades of the 20th century, for the whole of the international community, today participate
--

.-

'

- -

Westlake and R. Y . Jennings.
A. Favre.
' W. Jenks recalls that at a n earlier period. the Latin American writers had had a
similar reaction in face of the law of Europe (The Corr~,~io/i
L a w of Mankiizd, p. 74).

in the determinatiori or elaboration of the general principles of law,
contrary to what is improperly stated by Article 38, paragraph 1 ( c ) ,
of the Court's Statute. The American delegate Root did well to suggest
t o the Cominittee of Jurists in 1920 that the Court should apply, besides
treaty law and customary law, "the universally recognized principles of
law". Nonetheless, ander the influence of ideas borrowed from The
Hague Conference of 1907, where the jurists of European allegiance
were dominant, he siibstituted for this formula that which was to appear
in Article 38, paragraph I (c), of the Statute, which has thus beeii iiiherited, as i t were without berl<ficiu/izirls~~tztarii,
from colicepts as anachronistic as they are unjustified. And over and above this, the particularly
docile line taken by international decisions, understood by "civilized
nations" those composing the "Concert of Europe", from whose systenis
of law alone they avowedly borrowed general principles of law by way
of analogy l.
If it is borne in mind particularly that the general principles of law
mentioned by Article 38, paragraph 1 ( c j , of the Statute, are nothing
other than the norins common to the different leeislations
of the world.
"
united by the identity of the legal reason therefor, or the ratio lrgis,
traiisposed from the interna1 legal system to the international legal system,
one cannot fail to reimark an oversight conunitted by arbitrarily limiting
the contribution of niunicipal law to the elaboration of international law:
international law which has become, in short, particularly thanks t o the
principles proclaimeci by the United Nations Charter, a universal Iaw
able to draw on the iriternal sources of law of al1 the States whose relations
it is destined to govern, by reason of wliich the composition of the Court
should represent the principal legal systems of the world.
I n view of this contradiction between the fundamental principles of
the Charter, and the universality of these principles, on the one hand,
and the text of Article 38, paragraph I ( c ) , of the Statute of the Court
on the othcr, the latter text cannot be interpreted otherwise than by
attributing to it a universal scope involving no discrimination between
the niembers of a single community based upon sovereign equality. The
criterion of the distinction between civilized nations and those which are
allegedly not so has thus been a political criterion,-power politics,and anything but an ethical or legal one. The systeni which it represents
has not been without influence on the persistent aloofness of certain
new States from the International Court of Justice '.
I t is the common iunderlying principle of national rules in al1 latitudes
which explains and justifies their annexation into public international
law. Thus the general principles of law, when they effect a synthesis and
digest of the law in,foro clo~nesticoof the nations-of al1 the nations-

'

.--

Sec in particular the decisions of the Permanent Court of Arbitration of 1 1
November 1912 in the Rlis.\irrrr Ind(~t,lnit~.
cabe and of 13 October 1922 in the Norwrgicrti Slripownr~..~'
Cluittr case.
? Cf. W. Jenks, T/tc Con/t>rotzLaw of Mctnkind, p. 79.

seem closer than other sources of law to international morality. By being
incorporated in the :law of nations, they strip off any tincture of nationalism. so as to represent, like the principle of equity, the purest moral
\dues. Thus borne .along by these values upon the path of development,
iiiternational law approaches more and more closely to unity.
To conclude this account, it appears that the Court, when quoting,
as necessary, paragraph 1 ( c ) of Article 38, could omit the adjective
referred to, and content itself with the words "the general principles of
Iaw recognized by . . . [the] nations"; or could make use of the form of
lvords used by Sir H.umphrey Waldock in his address of 30 October 1968,
namely: "the general principles of law recognized in national legal
systems". One might also Say, quite siniply: "the general principles of
law"; jurists, and even law students, would not be misled. All this
pei-iding the revision of the Court's Statute, or certain of its provisions,
being put in hand.

34. The ineaning of Article 38, paragraph 1 (c), of the Statute of the
Court having tlius been restored, it is possible to give an adequate reply
to the question raised: 1s there a general principle of law recognized by
the nations from which would follow a rule to the effect that the continental shelf could be delimited equitably betneen the Parties?
In their addresses of 30 October 1968, the Netherlands and Denmark
stressed that they were not aware of any decision supporting the idea
of the application of a general principle recognized by national systems
which was in contradictioii with positive law.
This objection h,as been arnply anstvered by showiilg that the equidistance method dcles not constitute a rule of positive law. There is, in
the circunistaiices, a lacuna which is to be filled prucJtrr lrgcni aiid not
contra Irgrm, by inferring a general principle of law recognized in national
legal systenis.
I t cannot in fact be denied that an international court, by progressively
divergiiig froin tlie thesis of the formal or logical pleiiitude of international law, coiitributes to the remedying of its iiisufficiencies and tlie
filling-in of its lacunae. I t is true that tlie Court is bound, by \.irtue of
Article 38 of the Statute, "to decide in accordance with international law
such disputes as are subrnitteci to it". But the law to which the text refers
does not have the limited rneaiiing, confined to treaties aiid custom, often
given to the term "law" '. The provisioii of the Article mentioned above,
according to which the Court shall apply "the general principles of law
recogiiized by . . . [the] nations" conflicts witli the voluntaristic point of

'

As \\as pointed out by the Amcrican-Noruegian Tribunal in 1922 in tlie
Noiwegian .Sliipow!~(~i:;'
C'l<rit?r case.
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view-which was that of the Judginent of tlie Permanent Court of Interiiiitional Justice of 7 Septenzber 1927 in the Lotus case-and expressly
authorizes the Court, mliich it directs t o use the method of analogy, to
draw the legal norms from sources other thaii those founded on the
express o r tacit consent of States.
111a renewed effort by Romano-Mediterranean legal thinking, breakiiig
the chrysalis of outgrown formalism which encompasses it, internatioiial
law at the same tirne tears apart its traditional categories, though it be
slowly and bit by bit, in order to open the door to political and social
reality in a humaii society which n o longer recognizes any exclusive
domains.

35. I n order to pronounce on the propriety of the application of this
o r that method wi1.h a view to ail equitable and just delimitation of the
continental shelf, i:here would, failing a legal obligation requiring the
use of one or other inethod, be need to have recourse ultimately to equity,
State practice having referred tlzereto more than once.
For if therc is a principle recogiiized by the inunicipal law of the
community of nations wliich demands adoption by analogy into international law as a geiieral principle of law, at least as much as so maiiy
others mhich it has already borrowed, it is clearly the principle wliich
nominates eqi~ityas the basis of law and a s the objective of its impleinentation.
The gcneral priinciples of law arc indisputably factors wliich briizg
nzorality into the 1;iw of nations, inasmuch as thcy borrow fronz the Iaw
of the nations pririciples of the inoral order, such as those of equality,
rcsponsibility and ,faute. ,force ~ntrjeureand act of C o d , estoppel, noninisuse of right, due diligence, the interpretation of legal documents on
the basis of the spirit as well as of the letter of the text, and finally equity
in the implementation of legal rules, from which derive the principles of
~injustenrichment and enric/~ksrme/?t
sans (.ousr ', as lvell as good faith
"which is no more than a reflection of equity and uhich was born froin
equity '".

' French 'ase-law, which initiated the principle of non-misuse of right. clearly
dre\v inspiration froni eqiiity. See Judgiilcnt of the Coirr dc Cossatiorl of 18 January
1892 uhich refcrs t o "the action . . . hased o n t h e principle of eqiiity which forbids
enricliment at the expense of another".
.rnns r.nrr.sr appea red in i t \ new
Tlie case-lau of t lit: Lebanon. before r,n,-i(~liir~c,~tlr.nl
code of ohligaiions, dediiccd the conccpt froii-i tlie rules o f equity of hlajallur cl
Alihur?r. tlie Muslini c:«de of ci\.il law uhich u a s therc in force.
Expression of K. Strupp. Coiirse at The Hague Academy of International Law,
Hccrrerl ries ('orr~,s.1930, Vol. III, p. 352.
Cf. M . P. Fahreguettes, I-rr l o g i q i r < ~ j ~ ~ t l i c i cp.r i r399.
~ ~ ~\\zlio
.
urites: "In a higher legal
sensc. cqiiity (from (rcc/rrirtr.>,froiii rr<~rlrri.s.
equal), is distrib~itivej ~ ~ s t i cwhich
e,
forbids

36. It is not possible t o have recourse simply to the concept of what
is reasonable, in pre,ference t o what is equitable.
The idea of the re.asonable saw the light as long ago as in the writings
of the Romano-Phoenician jurisconsult Paul l. But the reasonable, if
it excludes the equitable, does not completely satisfy the mind. In the
rtay in uhich it is formulated, in time as in space, it has a n elenient of
subjectivity, o r even of relativity. which contrasts with the objective
nature of the equitable '. Furthermore it may be wondered whether the
champions of the reasonable have in mind pure reason. o r are referring
t o practical reason. There is a difference, worthy of notice, between the
one doctrine and the other, namely that which separates the understanding froin the rioral law. Morality, it has been said, hovers around
the law: and one may add, with N. Politis and following Ulpian and
Cicero, thnt it should have dominion over it 3. In turning away from it,
international law condemns itself to sterility in face of a society bubbling
over with life. The normative school and its pure theory of law, in
rejecting the moral, social and political elements, described as metajuridical, become isolated from international realities and their progressive
institutions: irhi soci~otus.ihi jus.

--

-

* * *

an) respecting of persons, or being guided by reasons other than those of law."
Cf. also Ch. de Viss<:her, Theor?. and R e a l i t ~in P~rblicInternurionul Law (trans.
P. Corbett. Princeton. 1957), p. 357, who in turn stresses that "it is significant that
in the . . . cases in whi<:h members of the Court have cxpressly invoked 'the general
principle3', they have clone so under cover of some of the most elevated and most
general categories of the legal order, such as 'justice' o r 'equity'."
See decision of 1 I November 1912 of the Arbitral Tribunal in the Russiun Indei~rnit\.case, which refers to equity in order to assess the responsibility of a State,
and its implenientation.
' P. Roubier, former Director of the School of Law of Beirut. Tliiorir g i n h a l e du
Droit. p. 129.
I t should be recalled that Plato and Aristotle, who uere so to speak reason
personified, offered justification for slaver). against al1 equity, and il was not definitively condemned in th<:name of equality between man and man until the coining of
Chri5tianity. Even thcn it was tolerated as reasonable iip to the French Revoliition.
Let i t not he overlooked also that colonialism. so inequitable as between nations,
was considered reasonable by great Western jurists right up to very recent times. The
same coiild be said of the social and economic ineaualities existinr- at al1 times and in
al1 places.
Finally piiblic feeling in niany very developed countries still finds it reasonablc
that there slioiild be inequality hetwcen uife and husband in the enjoyment o r
exercise of certain civic, civil or fainily rights.
N . Politis. in Lu niorule itrtertiationulr. p. 26, recalls tlie saying of Cicero, quid
Ir,grs sinc* ttiorihrrs. and relates the iiioral basis of modern international laur back to
Ulpian of Tyre, who was hiniself inspired. as P. Roubier observes (ibiri., p. 128,
note 1 ) by that other Plioenician. Zeno. tlie founder of the stoic school. and his disciples Seneca and Marcus Aureliiis. p. SI : Iloneste 1,iverr. altrrirrt~trori 1uedei.e. srrrrt~i
cuique tribuere.

37. Altliough international justice has generally not specified the
municipal sources of the general principles of law which it lîas derived,
when referriiig t o a concept of such wide scope as equity, and one which
permits of more than one interpretation, as we have just seen, it is
important that the underlying elements thereof be specified: both in
time, by going back t o legal traditions which have continued up to our
own day. and in space, by glancing rapidly over the various national
contributions.
Thus it appears legitimate to recall that Greek philosophy, which
has never been rejected by succeeding generations right down to our
own, already conceived of equity as a corrective to law in general. as
a form of justice better than legal justice, because the latter, in view of
its general nature, cannot always correspond perfectly to al1 possible
cases '. I n the courije of tinie, the concept of justice and equity has
becoine associated v ~ i t hthat of law, wliether justice be defined, as by
Ulpian of Tyre, as the intention to attribute to each what is rightfully
his ', or as the art of that which is good and equitable 3 , o r whether the
law should draw iniipiration from the idea of justice and tend to its
realization ".
The just and equitable solution, in the sense given by Ulpian's definition of law: jus est urs boni et aequi, is not to be confused with the faculty
posscsscd by the Court by virtue of Article 38 inJine to decide a case,
with the agreement of the parties, e x uequo er hono, in the sense which
modern laiv gives t o that expression. I t is in this sense that it had already
been taken in arbitration cases 5. But above al1 it is appropriate to refer
t o the Judgment of 28 June 1937 by the Permanent Court of International Justice in the Diversion qf Water,fi.om the Meuse case between the
Netherlands and Belgium, as a precedent for the effective application
of equity within the framework of law, affirmed, if there were need for
this, by the individual opinion of Judge Manley Hudson ". The Permanent
Court thus preserved. the spirit which had presided over the preparation
o f its Statute. and which was expressed by the president of the Advisory
Arisiotle, Nicot~iucl~c~an
Eiliics, quotcd by G. del Vecchio. Philosopl~iedu droit,
p. 282. See also K. Strupp, Coiirse at The Hague Academy of International Law,
Recueil (10s Cours, 1930., Vol. I I I , p. 462.
Ulpian: Jitstitiu ert constuns et perpctuu volunius jlis suuln ciiiqiir trihucndi.
Ulpian following Ct:lsus: Jus est ors boni et arqiri. Equity was in fact n o stranger
t o the jirs civile: cf. P. Arrninjon, B. Noldeand M. Wolff, Ti.uiir'dedroit coniparc;, p. 528.
Since Accarias.
The Award of 25 J u n e 1914 by the arbitrator C . E. Lardy, in the dispute concernin%t h e boundaries in the Islurid o f ' T i ~ ~ i oin
r . which the arbitrator was requested by
the arbitration agreement tu decide o n the basis of the treaties a n d the general
principles of international law, stated a s follows: "If o n e takes the point of view
of equity, which it is important not t o lose from view in international relations. . ."
J ~ i d g eHudson said ". . . under Article 38 of t h e Statute, if not independently of
that article, thc C o u r t has sonle frcedoin t o consider principles of equity a s part of
the international law wliich it niiist apply".

Committee of Jurists, Baron Descamps, in the statement which he made
a t the second meeting, on 17 June 1920, where may be found the following
words: "If it is the duty of the judge to apply the law, where it exists,
we must not forget that equity is, in international as well as in national
law, a necessary complement of positive law . . ." [Tratislation by the
Secretariat of the Ativisory Cornmittee.]
Thus it is necessilry to make a distinction between the principle of
equity in the wide sense of thc word, which inanifests itself, in the phrase
of Papinian, praetei. legem, as a subsidiary source of international law
in order to remedy its insufficiencies and fil1 in its logical lacunae; and
the settlement according to independent equity, e s aequo et bono, amounting to an extra-judicial activity, in the expression of the same jurisconsult,
contra legern, whose: role is, with the agreement of the parties, t o remedy
the social inadequacies of the law.

38. Incorporated into the great legal systems of the modern world
referred to in Article 9 of the Statute of the Court, the principle of equity
manifests itself in the law of Western Europe and of Latin America, the
direct heirs of the Romano-Mediterranean jus gentium; in the common
law, tempered and supplemented by equity described as accessory l ; in
Muslim law which is placed on the basis of equity (and more particularly
on its equivalent, equality l ) by the Koran and the teaching of the four
great jurisconsults of Islam condensed in the Shari'a 4, which comprises,
among the sources of law, the istihsan, which authorizes equity-judgments; Chinese law, with its primacy for the moral law and the comnion
sense of equity, in harmony with the Marxist-Leninist philosophy 5 ;
Soviet law, which quite clearly provides a place for considerations of
equity 6 ; Hindu law which recommends "the individual to act, and the
judge to decide, according to his conscience, according t o justice, according t o equity, if no other rule of law binds them :"; finally the law of
See K. Strupp, Course at The Hague Acade~iiyof International Law. Recueil des
Cours, 1930.. Vol. III, p. 468.

Equity, as a principle of equality already perceived by tlie Phoenician-Roman
jurisconsults, is t o be found even in the terrninology of the law of Islam. English law
in turn was t o Say that "Equality is equity".
Among others, Sura IV, verse 61 and Sura V, verses 42 and 46: "If thou judgc,
then judge with fairnejs and equity."
See hlajullat cl Ahkam. Arts. 87 and 88, which impiement the principle of
equality mentioried in the note above.
Cf. Chan Nay Chow. L u doctrine du d ~ o i internutional
t
chrr Confirciu.~.eniphasizing the virtue of equity in the social, economic and judicial field. as well as on the
international level, pp. 50, 51, 55, 56 and 60. Cf. also René David, Les grunds
systèmes de droit conti~~>iporrrin,
pp. 534 and 540.
René David, ihid., p. 122.
Ibid., p. 152.
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the other Asian coilntries, and of the African countries, the customs of
whichparticularly urge thejudge not t o diverge from equity l and of which
"the conciliating role and the equitable nature '"have often been undervalued by Europeans; customs from which sprang a j u s gentium constituted jointly with the rules of the common law in the former British
possessions, the lacunae being filled in "according to justice, equity and
good conscience 3 ; and in the former French possessions, jointly with
the law of Western Europe, steeped in Roman law.
A general principle of law has consequently become established, which
the law of nations could not refrain froin accepting, and which founds
legal relations between nations on equity and justice 4 .

39. A series of acts translates this concept onto the factual plane,
so as t o derive therefrom the rule governing the delimitation of the
continental shelf. These are the Truman Proclamation, the proclamations
of the numerous States of the Arabian-Persian Gulf, those of Saudi
Arabia, Iran and Nicaragua. These States, with the exception of the
United States, did inot form part of the Concert of Nations which used
to monopolize the privilege of elaborating law for the whole of the
international coinrnunity. Their role in one of the inost important
problems of the labv of the sea deserves t o be taken note of.
According t o the terms of the Ainerican Proclamation, "in cases where
the continental shellf extends to the shores of another State, o r is shared
with an adjacent State, the boundary shall be determined by the United
States and the State concerned in accordance with equitable principles j".
Saudi Arabia, for its part, provided that the boundaries of the areas of
the subsoil and seabed over which it proclaimed its sovereignty would
be determined in accordance with equitable principles b. The Arab States
of Bahrain, Qatar, Abu Dhabi, Kuwait, Dubai, Sharjali, Ras al Khaimah,
Umm al Qaiwain, and Ajman refer for the delimitation of their areas
in the Arabian-Persian Gulf, t o the principle of equity and of justice ?.
Finally, for the Iranian Empire, "if differences of opinion arise over the

-

' Cf. T. O. Elias, TITENutiire of Africntl C i i s t o m a r ~Luw. p. 272; and M. Gluckman, Tiie Jirdicial Process Atilong t11e Burot.s(, of Northern Kliodrsia, pp. 202-206.
René David, L E S,?ranr/s .s.vsfèttirs de cirait contcniporc~in.p. 572.
Ihid., p. 568. This foriiiula has been interpreted by Englisli judges as referring to
the common law.
Cf. Sir Hersch Lauterpacht, Tlrc Dci~clopt~rrtrt
qf Intern~rtion<rl
Low h j ! thr 111trt.nufioncrl Coiirt, p. 213: "Adj~idicationr x urqiro r t hono i F a species of legislative
activity. I t differs clearly from the application of rules of eq~iityin their wider sense.
For inasmuch as thesr: are ideritical uitli principles of good iaith, tliey form part of
international law as, indeed, of any system of law."
Proclamation of :!8 Septenibcr 1945.
Royal pronouncement of 28 May 1949.
Siiccessive proclainatioii~of 5, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 17 and 20 June 1949.
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limits of the Iranian continental shelf, these differences shall be solved
in conformity with the rules of equity '". [English frans/ation.fiorn Reply,
Annes, Section A. 16, p. 449.1
No State is to be found, on the other hand, whatever method of
delimitation it may itself have used, which opposes this concept based
on equity t o resolve the problem of the determination of the boundaries
of the continental shelf between adjacent or opposite States, and this
throughout the whole pre-convention period, up to 1958, the date on
which this same concept seems t o have been accepted by the Geneva
Convention.
It is true that Saudi Arabia and Bahrain, after having referred t o the
principle of equity in their respective proclamations of 28 May and
5 June 1949, had recourse, in an Agreement of 22 February 1958, t o
delimitation on the basis of the median line, taking into account, of
course, the special ,geographic circumstances of the region. Nonetheless,
the earlier declara1:ions have not ceased t o remain in force, and the
Agreement of 22 F ~ ~ b r u a r1958
y is to be considered as a n application of
the principle of eqiiity upon which depends the solution of the problem
of the delimitation of the continental shelf.

1s not the conclusion therefore justified, t o round off the enumeration
of those internatiorial acts which refer to equity, that these acts constitute
applications of the general principle of law which authorizes recourse
t o equity praeter legem for a better implementation of the principles and
rules of law? And it would not be premature to say that the application
of the principle of equity for the delimitation of the areas of the continental shelf in the present case would thus be in line with this practice

40. In addition, .the adoption by the Geneva Convention of the median
line and the equidistance line, subject t o possible special circumstances,
appears t o be a siniilar equitable solution, t o which recourse was had in
order to preserve the authority of the principle of equity by a sort of
compromise, inspired in fact by the conclusions of the study undertaken
by the Committee of Experts appointed in 1953 by the International
Law Commission, concerning the régime of the territorial sea. The five
solutions put in first place by this study were rejected for reasons which
were not unconnected with concern for legal precision or for equity.
When it began to discuss the equidistance rule, the International Law
Commission had remarked that in certain cases it would not permit an
equitable solution t o be attained. It was thus that it was qualified by the
--..
l Decree of 10 May 1949 and Act of 19 June 1955.

-

--
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condition concerning special circumstances, and finally extended t o
delimitation of the continental shelf. The commentary of the Commission
also explains that the equidistance rule may be departed from when this
is necessitated by an exceptional configuration of the Coast '.

41. The teaching of legal writers has not been any less loyal than
State practice t o this moral concept of law. The notion of justice and
equity is t o be fourid in the writings of the publicists 2, as also over the
names of the numerous jurists in the travaux préparatoires of the Geneva
Convention; to which should be added the proceedings of the Ad Hoc
Committee set up in 1967 by the United Nations to study the peaceful
uses of the seabed and ocean floor 3.
International decisions have in turn had occasion t o refer t o the
principle of equity praeter legem 4.
Thus it is permissible t o conclude that al1 these manifestations of
legal thinking final111merge in the framework of a normative legal concept,
the principle of equity.

' Report of the International Law Commission o n the proceedings of its eighth
session, p. 24, commeritary 1 on Article 72, which became Article 6.
O n e might quote among others: B. S. Murty, in Maniral of international Law,
edited by M . Snrenseri, p. 691 : "Equity, in the sense of general rules dictated by
fairness, impartiality and justice, may be said t o form part of international law,
serving to temper the ;application of strict rules, and a tribunal may include equity,
in tliis sense, in the 1a.w it applies, even in the absence of express authorization."
Ch. de Visscher. T l ~ i ~ o and
r y Rcnlitp in Public It~rrrnationalLaw (trans. P. E . Corbett. Princeton, 1957), p. 336: "Equity can be something other than a n indcpendent
basis of decision, as when, in a decision which in other respects is founded o n
positive law (infiri legrr>~),
the j~idgechooses aniong several possible interprctations
of the rulc the one wliich appears to him, having regard t o the particular circumstances of the case, niost in harmony u i t h the demands of justice. . . . Clearly the
requirement of speciai agreement between the Parties does not refer to this necessary function of equity."
Also C. W. Jenks, T11eProspects of International Adjltdication, 1964: BinCheng,
"Justice and Equity in International Law", in Curicnt Lrgal Prohlet~ls, 1955,
pp. 185 ff.; O'Connel, Itr/r~.nutionrrlLaw, 1965, Vol. 1, p. 14. cited in the Reply.
Report of the A d ~ Y o cConin-iittee to the General Assembly. pp. 18, 46-47, 63-64.
The Anglo-Turkish Arbitral Tribunal, in the case of M'. J. A r t n s t r o n ~& Co.
Ltd. v. Vickeis Ltd. (1928) placed on the basis of rules of equity the gencral prinçiple
of law. accepted by ini.ernational law. forbidding ~injustenrichment.
The Franco-Venezuelan Mixed Coinn-iission, in the Frc(lei.ici & Co. case (1902),
assimilating equity wiith equality under the inspiration of Roman law, expressed
itself as follows: "If the conditions on both sides are regarded as producing a n
equilibrium, justice is done." This is also a concept of Muslim law (sirpra, note 1.
p. 136).

42. The principle of equity having been accepted, there are two questions to be examinetl:
( u ) Although the ecluidistance method has been discarded as not binding
the Federal Republic of Germany either by agreement, o r by the
effect of :in international custom, can the equidistance line, strictly
applied, that i!; to Say, without any modification whatsoever, as
desired by the Kingdoms of the Netherlands and Denmark, constitute
a solution of the case submitted t o the Court as meeting the requirements of eauitv?
( h ) In the case of a negative answer, what is the rule flowing from the
principle of eqiiity which would effect a just and equitable delimitation of the areas of the North Sea continental shelf appertaining to
the Parties?

.

d

43. Can the strict equidistance line be envisaged as an equitable method
of delimitation as applied to the present issue?
The Federal Republic is justified in rejecting, as not in conformity
with equity, the delimitation of its continental shelf according t o the
strict equidistance rnethod.
That much has been denionstrated by the Federal Republic by pointing,
on the one hand, to the map showing the delimitation of the three areas
of the continental shelf in conformity with the equidistance method,
based upon the baselines of the territorial seas of the Parties and, on
the other hand, t o the map showing the delimitation as it would result
on the assuniption ithat the equidistance lines took their departure from
coasts free of irregularities. The junction of those lineî. as occurring
towards the middlc of the North Sea, illustrates the considerable difference as bet~veenthe two hypotheses. Expressed in figures, this demonstration, as appcars from the text and figures 2 and 21 of the Memorial,
would give something like 23,600 square kilometres in the first instance
and 36,700 square kiloinetres in the second l. The Federal Republic
adequately demonstrates that the sharc which would fall t o it would
thus be reduced t o a small fraction of the continental shelf such as would
not correspond to the extent of its territory's contact with the North
Sea and would be out of al1 proportion to the respective lengths of
coastal frontage of the Parties.
Let it be for an iinstant imagined, for the sake of argument, that the
Federal Republic of Germany had had the possibility, like the Netherlands, of reclaiming areas from the high seas to such a point that the
entire concavity of the Coast had been filled in. Would not the equidistance lines have produccd quite a diffèrent result, and one of which
the Federal Republic would have had n o reason to complain?
l Memorial, para. 91, subject to the sector theory and its effect on the area.
Figure 2, p. 27. Figure 21. p. 85.
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Morsover, the Court cannot be averse to having recourse to the
trailnu.v préparatoii~es of an international document if they are such as
t o cast further light on the questions of international law which are t o
be resolved. A n exarnination of the circumstances in which the equidistance inethod of Article 6 of the Convention on the Continental Shelf
was adopted shows in fact that the strict equidistance line claimed by
Denmark and the Netherlands has been judged t o be inequitable in a
nuinber of cases. If reference is made to the records of the 1958 Conference, and if one goes as far back as the report and minutes of the
International Law C'ommission and the report of the experts appointed
in this connection in 1953, the role of equity in the decision t o couple
the equidistance line with the mention of special circumstances which
was taken by the States assembled in Geneva will become apparent.
It was in fact the consideration of certain factors which led the Committee of Experts, and subsequently the International Law Commission,
t o arrive at the notion of special circumstances, with a view to mitigating,
if need be, the inequitable consequences of the equidistance method,
based upon the baselines serving for the delimitation of the territorial
sea, which they had decided t o adopt. The Committee of Experts, remaining within its terms of reference, made a point, when introducing
the notion of special circumstances, of drawing attention to the fact that
the eq~iidistancemethod could fail t o produce an equitable solution.
And, during the discussions a t the Geneva Conference, there were many
representatives of the countries taking part who stressed this view '. The
Court cannot d o otherwise.

44. At the end of i:his reasoning, it should be recalled that the Federal
Republic of Germany, after having asked the Court, in its written
pleadings and oral arguments, to declare that the equidistance method
is not applicable to i:he case and, as a subsidiary point, that there exist
special circumstanceij which exclude its application, contended that the
Court should therefc~rerefer the Parties back to negotiate a n agreement
with a view to anothier delimitation, taking into account the guide-lines
which it would supply. And the Federal Republic submitted that the
delimitation on which the Parties are to agree is t o be determined by the
principle of the just and equitable share, by reference t o the criteria
applicable t o the particular geographic situation of the North Sea.
The Kingdoms of the Netherlands and Denniark retorted that, in view
of the terms of the Specisl Agreements. such a decision would be nothing
more than a ilon liyuet.
Explaining his line of thought more precisely, the representative of the
Federal Republic said. during the second round of speeches, that he
l

Mernorial, para. 70.

was not asking whtit boundaries should be drawn, but that guide-lines
be given concerning the principles to be applied. And the representative
of Denmark stresseti that the Federal Republic was leaving it entirely
to the Court to find out what might be the consequence of the clause
of special circumstarices possibly being applicable '.
In fact, after having excluded the application of the equidistance line
pure and simple ancl having established the existence of special circumstances, to refer the Parties to the negotiation of an agreement which
would attribute to each of them an equitable share of the continental
shelf is not to deterniine the principles and rules applicable to the delimitation of the areas of the continental shelf, which are referred to in the
Special Agreements. A decision limited in this way would amount to the
determining of the objective aimed at, without any mention of the means
of attaining it. It would not have satisfied the letter of the Special Agreements any more thaiî the spirit thereof.

45. Besides, to do no more than declare that agreement should be
reached on an equitable delimitation is not to resolve the question, for
the Parties may well be divided as to what is an equitable delimitation
and as to the means of determining it. The Court should therefore, after
having first excluded the application of the equidistance line as a rule
of law, state the rul'e which is capable of being adopted by application
of the principle of equity.
The Geneva Convention provided a rule embodying the equidistancespecial circumstances method. It was for the Court, in rejecting this
treaty rule in the relationships between the Parties, to replace it by
another serving the same purpose, deduced from equity as a general
principle of law. What the Convention did, the Court can do.
The Court could in addition refer, as a judicial precedent, to the
Judgment which it gave on 18 December 1951 in the Anglo-Norwegian
Fisheries case, which laid down the rule of straight baselines for the
determination of the outer limit of the territorial sea. It will be seen
subsequently that a ijolution also based on a straight baseline is the one
which may constitutir the rule to be derived from the principle of equity.
By so doing the Court would not have overstepped the limits of its
jurisdiction as alreacly fixed by it.

46. Furthermore it may be observed that the Federal Republic's claim
for an apportionme:nt-rather than a delimitation-of the areas of the
l

Hearing of 8 November 1968.

continental shelf between coastal States is not in accordance either with
the letter of the Special Agreements, or with the definition of the continental shelf.
This idea is to be found, it is true in a treaty precedent, the agreement
between France and Switzerland of 25 February 1953 on the delimitation
of the Lake of Gerieva. According to the terms of this agreement, the
median line is replaced by a polygonal line "with a view to effecting a
compensation as between the areas". But this is a unique case where
free play was given to voluntary agreement. It does not fit in with the
definition of the continental shelf, which rests, as has been stated on
the principle affirmed by the International Court of Justice in its Judgment of 18 December 1951 already referred to, to the effect that "it is
the land which confers upon the coastal State a right to the waters".
What is inlierent in this definition is the right to the prolongation of the
national territory under the waters. The idea of equity and justice is
thus realized by taking into consideration, for each Party, the extent
of the link between the land and the waters, the coastal State's right and
the equitable limit of its claim being a function of the land factor.

47. In the words of the Judgment, paragraph 85 ( a ) : "the Parties
are under an obligation to enter into negotiations with a view to arriving
at an agreement, alnd not merely to go through a forma1 process of
negotiation as a sort of prior condition for the automatic application of a
certain method of delimitation in the absence of agreement; they are under an obligation so to conduct themselves that the negotiations are
meaningful, which will not be the case when one of them insists upon
its own position without contemplating any modification of it . . .".
The Judgment justifies such a obligation in paragraph 86, by saying
that "not only . . . the obligation to negotiate which the Parties assumed
by Article 1, paragraph 2, of the Special Agreements arises out of the
Truman Proclamation, which, for the reasons given in paragraph 47,
must be considered as having propounded the rules of law in this field,
but also . . . this obligation merely constitutes a special application of a
principle which undlerlies al1 international relations, and which is moreover recognized in .4rticle 33 of the Charter of the United Nations".
And the Judgment goes on, in paragraph 87: "so far therefore the
negotiations have ~ i o tsatisfied the conditions indicated in paragraph
85 (a)".
1 dispute that there is such an obligation in the present case. It cannot
be inferred from the Truman Proclamation, nor yet from Article 33 of
the Charter, which concerns disputes the continuance of which is likely
to endanger the maintenance of international peace and security, and is
l
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the less imperative iriasmuch as it empowers the Security Council "when
it deems necessary, [to] cal1 upon the parties to settle their dispute by
such means".
In any event, a submission that there was an obligation to negotiate,
and that the negotiations carried out "were not meaningful", would
amount to a prejudicial objection to the hearing of the case. The Judgment should therefore have followed its reasoning right through, i.e.,
the Court, after having drawn the attention of the Parties to the question
in its legal and practical aspects, should give judgment on the objection
before turning to the: merits.
However, 1 undeistand the Judgment as considering that the negotiations had siinply beeii suspended in face of the difficulties which had been
encountered, in order to be re-opened and completed in the light of the
indications to be givt:n by the Court.

48. The strict equidistance method having been discarded because it
does not constitute (an equitable solution appropriate to al1 cases, and
particularly to that submitted to the Court, one must enquiie what rule
should be deduced from the principle of equity with a view to the delimitation in question.

49. One preliminary clarification is perhaps not unnecessary: the
words principle and rule are no more synonymous in legal than in philosophical language. The Court has however not always made this distinction. Thus the wording of the Special Agreements, where these terms are
used cumulatively, cannot be criticized as being tautological. It is from
the principle, defined as being the effective cause, that the rules flow. It
is therefore necessary, after having gone back to the principle, namely
equity, to state what irules applicable to the matter can be deduced from it.

50. Several methods were debated in the course of the proceedings.
The first, adopting as basis the notion of sectors converging to the
approximate centre .of the North Sea, presupposes that the three areas
of the continental shelf of the south-west Coast ought necessarily to
reach the median line between the continent and the British Isles, which
however is anything but proved. In fact, the question being that of
determining the lattera1 boundaries between the areas of continental
shelf of each of the Parties, the Court should confine itself to the solution
of this question, witlaout concerning itself with the question whether the
demarcation lines thus ascertained will reach the median line, or will meet
before reaching it.

*
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51. The second method, which has been adopted by the majority of
the Court in order to be proposed to the Parties simply as a factor for
them to assess, is that based on the relationship between the length of the
coast and the extent of the areas of continental shelf.
Although this does not refer to any sort af practice ',it starts from the
idea of natural prolorigation of the land territory, and implies the realignment, in the form of a single straight baseline, of the concave coast of the
Fedei al Republic of ~Germany.
It could nonetheless be criticized, in its practical application, for
failing to avoid overlappings of one sector of the continental shelf over
another at some distance from the coast. It would thus appear to entai1
acceptance of parts of the continental shelf constituting the prolongation
of more than one territory. This hypothesis is vitiated by an interna1
contradiction, for an area of land can only be the piolongation of a
single teriitory. Furthermore, for this common sector, the Court recommends division into equal shares. But is this not a return to the solution,
which has already been rejected, of apportionment into just and equitable
shares, according to the terms used by the Federal Republic of Germany?
Lastly, this method determines surface areas, but does not assist in
drawing lateral bountlaries, which are exactly the problem which is to be
resolved: is their meeting-point to be shifted somewhat towards Denmark
or towards the Netherlands?

52. A third method, that of equidistance-special circumstances, is
the one which seems to me to be the rule to be applied. This method,
which was rejected ais not being a rule of treaty law or customary law,
may be re-adopted by virtue of a general principle of law, namely equity.
The explanations urhich follow will show that recourse can be had to
the equidistance method if the application thereof is subordinated, in
appropriate cases, wilh a view to the preservation of equity, to the effect
of special circumstarices. The question which will arise will therefore
be whether there exist such circumstances in this case. In that event the
equidistance-special c;ircumstances rule deduced from the principle of
equity praetclr legem could be proposed to the Parties.

53. Special circumstances have not been defined by a text of positive
law; nor could they be listed exhaustively, in view of the extreme variety
of legal and materiai factois which may be of account.
Nonetheless, if reference is made once again to the travauxpréparatoires
l
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which have been meintioned, there is nothing to show that the notion of
special circumstances was limited in the way in which the representatives of
Denmark and the IVetherlands would have it. On the contrary, the
International Law Commission, upon the report of the experts which
it had appointed, stated in its commentary on Article 72 of the draft
which it presented tlo the conference and which there became Article 6
that there might be ". . . departures (SC., from the equidistance rule)
necessitated by any exceptional configuration of the Coast, as well as the
presence of islands or of navigable channels . . ." and the International
Law Commission went on: ". . . This case may arise fairly often . . ."
In short, a special circumstance affecting the equidistance method
may be the effect of a particular legal situation: a treaty, or historic
waters. It may also be the consequence of geographical considerations.
On the basis of the: map and measurements already mentioned ', the
configuration of the c:oast of the Federal Republic of Germany constitutes
such a circumstance:, which should be taken into account to avoid the
inequitable application of the equidistance line pure and simple.
No mention was made, on the other hand, of economic objectives,
such as the unity of deposits, with a view to the examination thereof by
the Court. In any case, any consideration of subma~ineresources,
referred to in the course of the proceedings, is irrelevant. To adopt as
basis in order to dr;aw up boundaries, among other factors, the riches
secreted by the bed of the sea, would amount to nothing less than an
apportionment of the continental shelf, whereas al1 that is in question is
a delimitation of the: areas originally appertaining to the coastal States,
as has already been stated 2 . In addition, since potential riches will for
a long time hence go on being discovered unceasingly, such delimitation,
faced with a deposit overlapping two areas, would continually be subject
to rectification. Conijequently, if the preservation of the unity of deposit
is a matter of concr:rn to the Parties, they must provide for this by a
voluntary agreement (by transfer or joint exploitation), and this does
not fa11 witliin the category of a factor or rule of delirnitation.

In addition, the following passage from paragraph 69 of the Judgment
should be stressed: "Such a rule (SC., the equidistance-special circumstances rule) was of course embodied in Article 6 of the Convention, but
as a purely conventional rule." But if the equidistance-special circumstances method can, on the Court's own admission, amount to a rule
of conventional law,, it can also constitute such a rule, as a matter of
logic, by virtue of the principle of equity. The Court, which is called
l
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upon to state principles and rules, after having adopted the principle
of equity, should, in my opinion, therefore have deduced therefrom the
rule of equidistance-special circumstances.

54. The equidistance-special circumstances rule flowing from a general
principle of law, namely equity, having been accepted, and it having been
established that in the present case there exists a special circumstance,
what would the effec:t of this circumstance be on the equidistance line?
The idea which would seem to constitute the point of departure is that
which follows from the nature of the shelf: since this is geologically the
prolongation of the territory, starting from the coastal front, as has
already been explainfed in the considerations concerning the concept of
the continental shelf ', it is this front which forms the basis of the shelf
extending under the high seas.
An attempt has been made to justify the contiguity criterion and thus
the equidistance line as an imperative rule of inteinational law by pointing
out that the geog~aphicalrealities of the actual coastline are the basis
for the determination of the extent in space of the sovereign rights of
the coastal State 2. But what are these geographical realities, if they are
not the actual coastline, or the coastal front, extending under the waters
of the high seas, without the front or coastline being affected by the
depressions in the surface which merely modify the line along which
they break surface.
The front must thus not be understood as meaning the coast with its
more or less pronounced bends on the waterline, these irregularities being
the result of a subsitlence or sloping of the land below the level of the
sea. They are not such as should modify the line which the front would have
followed if it had not been affected by such geological accidents. Consequently, the corrugations of the bases of the shelf must not influence
the latter's natural configuration by modifying any CO-ordinatesthereon
established.

55. What would the front look like as thus understood?
It is by having reco,urse, by way of analogy, to the method of delimiting
the territorial sea based on the straight baselines sanctioned by the Court's
Judgment of 18 December 1951 in the Anglo-Norwegian Fisheries case,
that the solution might be found. Such resort to analogy is justified on
account of the identity of ratio legis, or again on account of the similarity
of the essential elerrients in the two sets of circumstances, namely the
Supra, para. 15.
?
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jagged and indented nature of the two coasts, and the economic factor
which is present in both cases l .
The solution envisaged would be no more contrary to the principles
or rules of international law than the Norwegian Decree of 12 July 1935
delimiting the territorial sea on the basis of straight lines following the
general direction of the coast and linking fixed points located on terrajirma or on adjacent islands. However, the configuration of the German
coast possessing, as it does, the form of a bay, it is the drawing, as in the
case of open bays, of a single st~aightbaseline along the coast that would
be called for; its line of opening would not necessarily be restricted to a
pre-ordained length, as the above-mentioned Judgment of the Court
stipulated for bays in general. It will in tbis connection be recalled that
there has been a proposal to apply this rule to indentations and troughs
forming interruptions in the bed of the continental shelf.
This solution is al1 the more acceptable because it does not inbolve
either interna1 waters or the teiritorial sea; it does not affect the configuration of the latter, as the waters seaward thereof but landward of
the straight baseline will not cease to form part of the continental shelf
and will remain subject to the régime governing the shelf.
As applied to the German coast, the straight baseline would extend
from one of its extremities to the other and would thus completely
obliterate its concavity.
The Netherlands and Danish coasts would be maintained as they are,
in view of the fact that, from the points of their respective intersections
with the German coast, they follow a straight course free of disproportionate projections.

*

56. The bases for the delimitation of the continental shelf as between
the Parties having been determined, how should the lateral boundaries be
fixed?
It was said above that the Geneva Convention on the Continental
SheIf did not depairt from the notion of equity in adopting the equidistance line accompanied by the condition referring to special circumstances.
Tt is therefore as i i solution based on equity that recourse may be had
to the equidistance-special circumstances rule for the purpose of determining the lateral lboundaries of the continental shelf as between the
Parties to the dispuite.
I t is al1 the more justifiable to recommend the application of the
Article 4 of the Cieneva Convention on the Territorial Sea, which concerns
straight baselines. is based upon economic interests, which are even more prominent
in the case of the continental shelf. Cf. L. Cavaré, Droit infernafionalpublic,Vol. 1,
p. 231.
Geneva Conference, Prep. docs., p. 44, para. 37.
R. Young, cited b:y L. Cavaré, Droit internationalpublic, Vol. I I , p. 235.

equidistance rule, starting from straight baselines, in that Denmark and
the Netherlands art: parties to the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf and because the Federal Republic of Germany, without asking for the application of this method, has not rejected it to the
extent that it ensures an equitable solution '.
l n a normal case, that is to say one not involving special circumstances,
the equidistance liries would have been made up of the points nearest to
the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial sea is measuied.
In the present case, it is by taking as the starting-point the intersection
of the straight baselines marking the coastal fronts of the Federal Republic
and Denmark, with due regard for the partial delimitation agreed upon,
that the equidistance line between the respective continental shelf areas
of those two States could be fixed; and it is by taking as the starting
point the inte~sectionof the said baseline of the Federal Republic and
that of the Netherlands, that the equidistance line between the two latter
States, again with cilie regard to the agreed partial delimitation, could be
fixed. This would b12done in two separate operations. The area appertaining to the Federal Republic would be contained between the two equidistance lines and would extend out to sea as far as theii point of intersection.
Whilst bearing in mind the partial delimitations, reference may be
made to the attached map upon which the coastal front is shown in the
form of a straight baseline, the Danish and Netherlands coasts iemaining
as they are, and wlhich the cartographer has completed by adding (thin
fi111 lines) the equidistance lines starting from the points of intersection
B and C and converging to their junction at the point A before reaching
the median line Gr,eat Britain-Continent.
To sum up, 1 am in agreement with the majority of the Court in
declaiing that the equidistance method provided for in Article 6, paragraph 2, of the 1958 Convention, is not opposable as a rule of treaty-law
to the Federal Republic of Germany, and that this rule has also not up
to the present time become a rule of customary law.
On the other hand, 1 consider that recourse may be had to the equidistance method, qualified by special circumstances, as a legal rule
applicable to the case and derived from a general principle of law, namely
equity praeter lege~v.
Since the Court has, for the reasons which it has set foith, not considered that it should go as far as 1 have done, 1 have felt that 1 should,
with al1 the consideration to which it is entitled, and while supporting
the Judgment, append thereto the present separate opinion, covering the
points on which rriy reasoning has been different, or on which 1 have
come t o a diffèrent conclusion.
(Signed) Fouad AMMOUN.
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